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EVELYN RESUMES
TESTIMONY TODAY
Jerome Does Not Spare Wife
of Prisoner
Takes Her Over All Incidents She
Related in Chief—White Paid
Her Expenses,
COURT WILL RECESS—FRIDAY
New York, Feb. 21.—After a
conference of counsel and Justice
Fitzgerald, it was decided not to
hold a teasslow ef tise Thaw trial to-
morrow. Evelyn Thaw was called as
the first witness when court opened
this morning,
Used White's Money.
District Attorney Jerome brought
(rut' the fact that in 1191e2 Stanford
White deposited $1,3,50 with the New
York Trust compnay with instructiote,
that it be paid to Miss Nesbit at the
rate of $25 per week when she IMP
Out of enrployment.
'Mrs. Thaw admitted 'receiving a
number of _checks from the Trust
company, but she would not admit
that there was a provision that She
should recive money only when out
of employ-ment, although -her letters
were read to that effect. The prose-
cutor spent the afternoon trying to
make Mrs. Thaw admit 4214e, but her
one answer was: "I don't remember."
During the cross-examination by
Jerome this afternoon, 20 checks In-
dorsed by Evelyn Nesbit and her
mother were introduced as evidence
Mrs. Thaw admitted' that the checks
represented money she had received
from Stanford White!
Jerome took full advantage of the
court's ruling that attack on Evelyn
Thaw's veracity is permissible, and
began a eearching cross examination,
evidently aimed to bring OUT every
detail of the girl's past life. He forced
Mrs. Thaw to tell in detail 'how she
posed in various coetumes, and the
protiecutor did not inffice words
when questioning her about her ex-
periences In the artists' studio. Then
be launched his attack on Evelyn's
pathetic story on the witnese stand
when she was under direct examina-
tion, by asking her how long she was
conscious in 'Stanford White's Teln-
ty-fourth street studio on the dav
when, she testified, she was, mis-
treated by the architect whom her
husband subsequently killed.
Mrs. Thaw's inability to remembee
a imather of other things about which
Jerome questioned her was the most
material element in the cross exami-
nation. The district attorney delved
Into the witness's past life with a
familiarity as to detalie, and a store
of genera; knowledge which at times
seemed to amaze all who heard, not
excepting the defendant's counsel.
Jerome Indicated in the early ques-
tion that he had no disposition to
spare Mrs. Thaw's feelings. He in-
terrogated pointedly as to her men
acquaintances. He laid especial stress
on her acquaintanceship with James
A Garland, who figured for the first
time In the case. Mrs. Thaw saidshe
knew Garland before she met White
"Weren't yeti named as co-respond-
ent in the Garland divorce ease. tusked
Jerome.
Mrs. Thaw was shaking 'her head
when Attorney Delmas objected. He
demanded that the record of the di
refs* (IMP be brought into court that
ft might speak for Reelf. Justice
Fitzgerald overruled the objection.
tut Jerome withdrew the question.
Evelyn Thaw's examination today
had all the marks of clean trumps for
the young woman. Her relations
with Stanford White became a factor.
Hi the examination.. Jerome wee piti-
less and forced details of her rela-
tions with White from her trembling
lips with a relentless bombardment
of questions. Thaw was visibly affect-
ed at times. Tears ttame In his eyes
and he burled his head in his hands.
Evelyn several times gave way to
tears but not to hysteric..
Arch Pullen Candklate.
Arch B. Pullen. of Farm1ngton,
haft announced as a Democratic can-
didate for the legislative nomination
In Graves county.
There I. only one kind of a
newspaper circulation statement
that is worth any ortnalderatkti
and that Is the daily detailed
statement. The Mn le the only
Paducah paper printing such
sratetnent.
CHALICE FOR BISHOP.
Rome, Feb. 21.—I1ev. George
W. Mundt-ries chancellor of the
diocese of Brooklyn, left Romo
on his return to the United
States, taking eith hint a mag-
nificent gold chalice, the gift of
the pope to the Rev. Charles E.
McDonnell, bishop of Brooklyn.
SHOOTS CLERK.
Chicago, Feb. 2f.—At noon
today an unidentified woman en-
tered the office in the Omaha
building and shot and killed a
clerk, named Fisher, The wom-
an was arrested, She is hysteri-
cal and refused to give her
name or make a statement.
AFTER TRUST.
Austin, Tex., Feb. 21.—The
senate of the Texas legbdature
today passed finally a bill which
knocks the theatrical trust out
of Texas. The hill provides that
there shall be no open dates in
Texas theaters unobtainable in
the future under penalty of




21.—Flushed with victory over
the Honduras forces whose at-
tempted invasion Monday they
successfully checked, Nicaragu-
an troops today are carrying
wnr into the enemy's territory.
Several skirmishes in which Ni-
caragua troops are said to have
scored heavily are reported
here.
SUFFRAGISTS OCT.
London, Feb. 21.—A dozen
women suffragists were relesed
from prison today and subse-
quently were entertained at
lunch by their colleagues. The
text for Sir Charles Mike's bill to
enfranehise women and remove
women's disabilities was issued
this morning. It provides for en-
franchising every registered man
and woman of full age, and that
nobody shall be disqualified by
sex or marriage from being elect-
ed to either houta- of parliament
or to local betties, or front exer-
cising any public function what-
ever,
BRYAN TALKS.
Columbus, 0., Feb. 21.—Wil-
11am Jennings Bryan arrived
here to address the hoard of
trade lest night. In an inter-
view Mr. Bryan declared that he
was with the president in the
matter of his action in the
Brownsville affair; that he had
not changed his views on the
tariff or the government owner-
ship of railroads, and begged to
be excused from any expression
on the Japanese school and ex-
clusion questions at this time.
"It would he better for John D.
Rockefeller," said Mr: Bryan.
"if he should take hack the S32,-
000,000 he /INS given for Muta-
tion and give It back to the peo-




79; corn. IS 1-2: oats, -14 1-2.
DEALERS ARE NOT
OBEYING THE LAW
Frank fort, Ky., Feb. 21. —I Spec-
talls-lt is reported that many deal-
ers In feed in western Kentucky are
violating the state feed Jew, which
went into effect lest June. The ew
provides that "Manufacturers, deal-
ers and agents of feed Muff shall file
with the directors of the Kentucky
agricultural experiment station each
year, an application, giving the name
under which the darereet brands of
feeds are sold': the manufacturer's
name and address; the net weights of
the packages ; the guaranteed anay-
els showing the per cents of pretien
and fats, and the names of the differ-
ent ingredients from which the feeds
are made."
FILES JOHN D'S BOND FOR $11,000
Oil King's Attorney Arranges for His
Appearance In Court.
Fiedlav 0., Felt 0.Troup
of Bowling Green, Ohio, one nf the
attorneys for the Standard Olt com-
/Pager thte 
.afternetin filed the per-
sona; bond of John D. ittorkefellor in
the slim of $1.000 for Lila appear-
ance in court to attairer to the 10.=
dictment pending against him in the
Hancock county eomMon pleas court.
PASSENGERS LOST
ON SINKING SHIP
Berlin Goes Down W hen She
Strikes Sand Bank
Over Hundred Perish in Sea Disaster
Near Rotterdent—Life Savers
Could Not Aid Them.
NAMES WILL NEVER BE TOLD
Rotterdam, Feb. 21.—The Great
Eastern railroad steamship,'
bound from Harwich. England, to
Rotterdam, was wrecked on a sand
bank outside the harbor today with
a loss of life estimated at 141. It is
said only one person escaped. Tre-
mendous seas washed over the vessel
after she *truck, breaking her up and
rendering rescue Impossible. The
wreck occurred in sight of land on
a shoal outside the harbor. Within a
few minutes after she 'truck the
ship began to 'break up under the
pounding waves. It waa impossible
for life boats to render help, owing
to the high seas. Several. Americans
are reported aboard the steamer.
Nineteen meir'ses of an opera com-
pany were among the passengers.- A
full list of the dead never will be
known as an offieee,of the Great East
ern company says the passenger list
was destroyed with the veseell. --
Life savers report signs of li-fe vis-
ible on the floating wreckage. Ef-
forts are being made to reach the
wreckage in the hope of saving possi-
ble survivors.
Horror Increases.
London, Feb. 21.—The Exchange
Telegraph company announces that it
is informed len passengers and the
crew of the steamer Berlin were
drowned off Rotterdam.
HOLIDAY TOMORROW.
Public Institutions Will Be Closed
foe- the Day.
On account of Washington's birth-
day the postoffice will close tomorrow
except between the boors of 9 and
10 o'clock in the morning, and car-
riers will' make but one delivery.
The Illinois Oentnal railroad. shops,
the banks schools and public library
will close. At the schools many en-
tertainments are being given this af-
ternoon in cerebration of Washing-
ton's birthday They are confined to
the primary grades the High school
failing to arrange any specific pro-
gram
COMMITTEE IS NOT NAMED
BUT WILL BE THIS WEEK
Chairman W. A. Berry of the Dem-
ocratic committee, has not found an
opportunity to appoint his sub-com-
m-ittees for•the city pet:eery but will
do so this week. March 2 has been
appointed as the day for the county
committee to meet to deride wheth-
er to hold a primary or a morel,-
Lion to select the single candidate,
a representative.
E. E. STVNER DIM FROM
SEIAP-INFLI(71ED WOUNDS.
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 21.—A private
telegram received here today from
Mexico City says that E. E. Stener.
late general manager of the Mettle-an
Central rallread, died last night In
Slexico City from wounds inflicted
by himself 'Monday night with a knife
His suicide is attributed to despond-
ency over the severance of his connec-
tion with the Mexican Cemtral.
MISPLACED SWITCH TS
CAUSE OF RU) WITFXIK.
Bison, Okla.. 'Feb. fl.—The lives
of 150 bomeessekera were Imperiled
near here today on the Rock island
tattooed. The train was gang *It
high speed when three cars left the
track. Officials say none of the pas-
Rangers was seriously injure& A
misplaced switch is believed to Metre
caused the wreck.
Wishes; to Be Executrix.
hula E. White flied a petition in
county retort today asking that She
be recognized as exeirutrix of the
estate of Fred Monter, F. G. Ru-
dolph was named administrator and
has filed a settlement snit. The
plaintiff, Miss White. Is beneficiary
in Fred Hunter's will.
Misty Is Arrested.
Bud Dunn, who was serving a term
for breach of peat* in the county jall
and escaped, was arrested this moon-
lit Sat the foot el Monroe Masse after
islid been att liberty several days,
H. was a tett+ at the jail,
THE POTATO FAMILY RIGHT IN LINE TOO.
The potato crop report, just made public, shov.s the largest yield for many years.—Agricultural Item.
11$—Webster In Chicago inter Oasaii24
- --
FINE PROSPECT I COAL SHORTAGE PADUCAH PEOPLE
FOR ATHLETICS IS CONSIDERED WILL GET RAISE
High School Association Re-
organizes aid Elects Felix
St. John Manager of Base-
ball Team
MANY OLD MEN IN THE FIELD.
This balmy weather has aroused
the interest of the High school boys,
And they are soon to start active
preparations for the spring athletics.
A meeting of the Athletic association
was held yesterday afternoon at the
close of school and She situation dis-
cussed. Edwin Randle was elected
treasursr of the association.
Baseball probab.y, Is all that will
be attempted this year. All 'but two
or three members of last year's
team will be back, with many Prom-
ising recruits. The coetest for posi-
tions at revaral points wile be keen.
Last year an excellent record was
made and this spring the boys will
try to have a reveled of no games lost,
as--in football. Feix .St. John was
chosen manager of the team this
year and he will begin correspond-
ing sith neighboring High echools
for games.
•The ,gthietle association has
proven Lt a strength in regulating the
games and players. Before anyone
may try out for a position this year
he must have h:s finaneial record
straight with the aesociation
'Since it is a:moot sure Paducah
will not have a league team this year,
the High school lads will stand a
better show for attendance.
SUPERVISORS ARE
FINISHING WORK
Yesterday afternorm the real es-
tate aseensinent of Paducah was to-
taled and exceeds the assessment of
1906 .by $395,R21. The supervisors
are now totaling the personal prop-
erty, franchise and hank assessments.
The valuation of real estate, includ-
ing buildings, Is $7,366,418 for this
year.
"Spike" Beata Murphy.
Philadelphia, PA , Fib. 21 .
"Spike" Robson of Englund had a
slight advantage over Tommy Mar-
OhY of Kok Xtirk Sh their, six-roluzia
lvottt before the National Ath:etie
club tonight. The bout was fast, but
there was little damage done. Rob-
son was the cleverest., bat his blows
lacked force.
Mr. Garth Has Interview With
President Harahan Who
Tells of a Lack of Rolling
Stock
Postal's Increase Affects Ey-
ery:Oilice in United States
and Goes on at Beginning
of March
IS INTERESTED IN PADUCAH. E.STERN UNION'S- ADVANCE.
J. P. Mirth-, of Barth Bros.' Grain
company, has returned from Chica-
go where he had a long Interview
with President Harahan of the Illi-
nois Central railroad, concerning
the car shortage problem in this di-
vision of the system.
President Harahan reviewed the
conditions and causes of the car
shortage, especially in the coal cars,
at .length to Mr. Harth, and said
that the situation was somewhat bet-
ter now on this division front two
reasons. First, one thousand new
coal cars have been received and
put into use on the division and
connections. And the second reason
was the approach of summer and the
mild winter.
President Harahan attributed the
car shortage to a real lack of rolling
stock and the inability of the car
foundries to supply. the detnandt of
all the railroads. As the problem be-
came acute this winter, an unusual-
ly mild one, it is probable that the
railroads will bend every energy to-
ward providing for next year's de-
mands. The commerce of the coun-
try simply Is expanding faster than
the equipment for thes.railroads and
no amount of juggling of cars among
the, railroads can relieve the pres-
sure, butimore cars.
_Mr—liarth found _MX._ Haraheltilt:.
rested In Paducah and easily acs
ceseible. No other to-pie was discuss-
ed than the coal car shortage. Mr.
Harth has been especially interested
in the situation because his firm had
the contract to supply the schools
with coal, and the shortage made
that difficult, calling for stringent
action of the school hoard.
larKWAYS FAVOR SOBER MEN
Eastern Roads Let Employes Under-
stand Abetalners Are Preferred.
Wilkesbarre, Feb. 21 It was sta-
ted among railroaders here today
that the action of the Lehigh Valley
railroad in having 114 employes Ii-
formed that therm who abstain from
the use of liquor and do not live at
saloons wel please the COMMilly ant
!stand the best chance of promotion
will be followed by the. Delaware.
Lackawanna and Western. the Dela-
ware and Hudson, the Erie and the
Pennsylvania rail reads.
New York, Feb. 21.—Clarence H.
Mackay president of the Postal Tel-
egraph Cable company. made the
following announcement this after-
noon: "All statements heretofore
made as to amount of increases in
salaries .which would be made by
the P6stal Telegraph Cable company
have been entirely unauthorized.
The matter was passed upon finally
by this company today, however.and
It was ordered that the salaries of all
operators, traffic chiefs, wire chiefs.
assistant chief operators, chief op-
erators, and managers be increased
10 per cent., and that this increase
shall apply not only to the principal
offices bait to all the offices of the
company in the United States. The
Increase takes effect March 1.
Three employes in both the local
Western Union and Postal Telegraph
offices will receive the increase The
general increase of both companiee
comprehends all independent offices




LOn&on. Feb IL—A report -during
the morning hours that the czar of
Russia was assassinated WIIP followed
this evening by a more persistent
rumor that the czar and czarina were
Alain. No confirmation can be ob-
tained at the Russian embassy.
t
MUST ALLOW BOSH TO MOM.
Tree Mounting Is Small lad's In-
alienable Right.
Atlanta. Ga . Feb. 21.—The Geor-
gia state supreme court, In a decision
rendered todaN, holds that small boy,
have an inalienable right to clinth
trees.
Jealous Loves Deed.
i'omeroy, O, Pea 21.—Emerson
Winer went to the home of his
prweetaeare Julia Archer, lest night,
and fatally shot her through the
heed, then he killed hiteself,. Jeal-
ousy was OA cause.
!ABATTOIRS DO NOT
PASS INSPECTION
Member of Board of Health Ap-
proves of One Only
Describes (-condition of Others and
Says They Must Not Be
Tolerated. -
REFUSE IS NOT DISPOSED 01 ,
After 'a partial inspection of the
slaughterhouses in the city limite, a
member of the board of health, who
made the inspection yesterday, re-
ports that be found only one slaugh-
terhouse which should be tolerated
inside the city limits. This week, or
as soon as possible, the, remainder
of the slaughterhouses will be in-
spected and then a complete state-
ment will be forthcoming.
With the one exception. the slaugh-
terhouses he inspected were conduct-
ed on unsanitary lines. He found
the yards of some of the slaughter-
houses muddy and 'littered with
bones and skulls of the Animals de-
eaying there. in the slaughterhouse,
where the methods are such pelt It
is not a nuisance to the nerghbor-
hood, the bones are kept in a pile and
hauled off once a week. The manner
of disposal of the offal in several of
the houses was calculated to cause an
epidemic of typhoid and malaria in
that section of the city. It cannot be
called a manner of disposal for no
disposition was made other than to
slide the offal a hundred feet more or
less away from the slaughtering pen
and there leave it -to the hogs to eat,
or to rot
Some of the ground on which the
bones and offal has long been decay-
ing gives up such an offensive odor.
that only the removal of several feet
of the eon could mitigate R.
"'Such conditions should not be
tolerated," said This member. "The
board of health will allow slaaghter-
houses in the city, where they see
conducted in the sanitary way erne
played in the one holes I excepted,
but those who will not remedy the
Conditions must move outside the
city limits.
JANITOR PARALYZED
Faithful Custodian. of Americans
German flank Building Stricken.
Arthur Poindexter. janitor of the
American-German National bank,
was stricken with paralysis while at
work at 7 o'clock this morn:ng In
the bank and was found helpless by
the first c:erks who arrived at the
bank, at 7:110 o'clock. His whole
right side from the face downward
Is paralyzed. He is 54 years old and
may not survive the attack.
When the elevator boy arrived a"
7 o'clock this morning, he found
Poindexter sweeping in the bank. He
did not see hint again until one or
the clerks in the bank who arrived
a half hour later, found hint helpless
in the rear of the bank. Ptesieians
were summoned and later he watt
carried to the Riverside hospital.
Poindexter has had the remarkable_
record of 32 years' service with the
bank and is known all over the city.
He, Jives at. Ninth and Burnett
streets.
lAiST $1,otio WORTH OF BRAIN3
Jut)" Awards to Man Who Had
Sleet/Ifni Knocked Out.
•
Cleve'and, 0 Feb. 21.—A jury to-
dat gave George A. Reruns. who
Alternate-that he -had /OM It !meanie
tif /warns Tot an aceidestt ru'Ehe CWT.
tett High achool annex, a judgment
for ht.000.
ORDERS ALL COWS INSPECTED
Boned of Health Takes Steps to
Keep Milk Supply Pure.
Terre Halite, Ind., Feb. 21.—The
city hoard of health has ordered the
Inspection of every cow contributing
to the milk supply of the city, hee
eautte the food inspector *are tuber-
culosis Is present In dairies.
31'1.: THER — Gem-sans fair
tzasight and. Thee-Woo. Thar,-.-
day coldt.r. tiighetiit tempermure
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Seats on sale Wednesday 9 a. ma.
Prices ire, 5ec, 75c.




Lettuce  Sc bunch.
Parsnips  5c quart.
Turnips  lee gal.
Sweet potatoes  nee bu.
Irish potatoes  75c bu.
Sassafras  5c bunch.
Young onions 








Strawberries  210c box.
13rape fruit  3 for 26c.
Bananas  10c doz.











  14/c lb_
 Itte each.
25e doz.
Butter  23c lb.
Ham  17c lb.
Sausage  Vac lb.
Lard  1,2c lb.
Just as Before.
A poor but worthy old couple in the
north of Srotland had a rare stroke
of :tick recently, some relative hav-
ing died and left them a sum of £30,
-aye
On the eight of the arrival of the
solicitcre letter intimating the legacy
to them, they sat up late discussing
the future and plunniug what they
cou:d do w'th such a pencely fortune.
At length, giving the fire an extra
poking, ths old man said, with an air
nf Independence:
"Weel, I semi:Dee, Ktrsty, the big
fortune wull mpke nae deeffeesioe.
We'll elst gang cot en' in as astral





FROM COLDS.0 e e,v...,korX,dATwIiVdeE 
Cold
d0aMnOd G rip Quinine,rem ed y the
moves cause. Call for full name.
Look for signature E. W. GROVE.
25e.
Widow
By George A de.
Exactly as presented 44
weeks in the Garden Thea-
tre, New York, and 14
weeks in the Tremont Thea-
tre, Boston.
Prices: 25, 35, 50. 75. $1 and $1.50
Monday Night, Feb. 25
The Surpassing Musical Event
of the Season.




In Sousa & Smith's Military
Comic Opera
THE FREE LANCE
With the original New York




Entire orchestra_  SI 50
First three rows of balcony....  51.00
Balance of balcony. -.--
Gallery.. -    50c
Seats on sale Seturdey 9 a. m.
Inenlgration Commissioner North,
San Francisco, has decided that a
Ilindoo cannot become a citizen of
the United Slates, the United States
statutes denying citizenship to all
pereons who are not white or of -Af-
rican descent.
CUT FLOWERS.
Choice Carnations, per doz. .... 5et
Roses, best grade per doz. ..
Roman Hyacinths, white, per doz. 5t)t
A choice lot of Azaleas in any
color, just beginning to bloom.







In most cases are direct result.. of
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAM-
MATION OF THE BLADDER.
Ths strain on the Kidneys and in
flamed membranes lining the neck






Two doses give relief, and ons box
will cure any ordinary case of Kid-
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Beek,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
a box on the No Cure No Pay basis
by McPberson's drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agents for Pa-
ducah, or sent by mail upon receipt
of price to Lark Medicine Co., Lou-
isville, Ky.
TUESDAY NIGHT, FEB. 26
Joe. M. (elites Present, sydney. itoeenfeld'a Big Sensational Sue.
torriniuu ce..
"THE VANDERBILT CUP"
The Two Mile A Millt1114, Auto Ititibilf• Musical comedy.
Lyrics By Raymond Peck. Mask By Robert Hemel Rowena
The Song Hits Have Won Instant
Favor and You'il Soon lie Whistling
" The Little Chaffettr". "Somewhere
ie the World", "My House Boat
Beau", "The Light That Lies In
Girlish Eyes"---and twenty others.
Ramsey Oldfield's Great Atte-muddle Racing Effect, shoeing two
nirmster rticing eare traveling at n flee of one bundrell miles an
hour.
spctini for Eddie "Cannon" Ted& the Famous Long-Diet/ince Dri-
ver. and Harry Fowler, will drive the Pope-Toletio. 110.u. P.
Itneitig tfachine Iwought direct from the Long Island cup course
for "The Vanderbilt Cup" race In the second. act, the greatest ef-
fect ever 011.4.11 on the stage., far sureasu.ing The Campus ('harlot
Itacit th—"Ben Hier."
Privies-23, 35, 30, 75e, $1.0nand 1111.50. Seats eti sale Monday
it is, m.
Thy THIS FOR CATARRH.
Get the following from anY
good prescription pharmacy and
mix by shaking well In a bottle:
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-
half ounce; Compeand Kargon.
one ounce; Compound Syrup of
Sateapirilitt, three ounces. Take
a teaspoonful of this mixture
after each meal and again at
bedtime.
This harmies Vegetable Pre-
scription, stile simp:e, -4eexpen-
slve and easily prepared at home
is said to readily relieve Ca-
tarrh, and if taken a few doses
oeeasionally, will prevent an at-





Friday night—"The College Wid-
Papa's Boy Tonight.
Papa's Boy, described as al bright
musical comedy with excellent prin-
cipals and a well trained beauty cho-
rus, is the attraction at the Kentuc-
ky theater tO. • a '4"The  46 q•
"The College Wide " With Bob
Hicks. Silent Murphy. ,Matty MeGov..-
an. Hiram Botton, Daniel Tibbets and
tile score of other now famous stage
figures, including the irreetatable
-Widow," comes to The Kentucky oo
Friday night with as great prestige
as is enjoyed by an Amerioan comedy
in the lust decade. It is a strong
statement, but nevertheless fair to
aty that Geerge Ado has tirumortal-
ized several of the folks with e-hom
he peopled his best work as a play-
wright, and "The College Widow" to-
day hes won favor booed the fond-
est expectations of Ras spousore
SOU/area "The Free Lance."
Joan Philip Sousa's new military
comic opera, "The Free Lance," with
Joseph Cawthorn as the star of the
same big organization of singers and
co tu eil iaats which originally presented
the opera at the New Amsterdam
theater, New York, last season, with
the same iaVish production which
Klaw & Erlanger gave it at that time,
will play an engagement at The Ken-
tucky on Monday night. -The Free
Lance" is heralded as a genuine
comic opera and a truly magnificent
and colorful produetien written in
the "March King's" vigorous and
ineltelious style, with book and ly-
rics by Harry B. Smith, of "Robin
Hood" fame, telling a consistent,
story in a bright, sparkling manner
and c-on.stantly brimming over with
brisk, humorous dialogue, laughable
situations and genuinginirthful quips
and jests. There are three rousing
marches, one entitled "On to Vic-
tory," which is given with. the added
martial effect of a stage baud in ad-
dition to the big orchestra which the
company carries, and creates a gen-
uine furore. But the score is b_y no
means all or the stirring type of mus-
ical effecte. There are many diaInty
numbers, some charming ballade and
many capita: comic d:ttkss. The
opera is brilliantly orchestrated and
the striking choruses are rendered by
a numerous and well trained chores
f u".1 of Funorclls voices,
"The A'anderbilt Cup."
What is said to be the most stu-
pendous effeet ever staged wjlbe
seen at The Kentucky on Tueaday
night of next week when "The.Van-
derbilt Cup" is presented. It Is a
musical comedy, founded upon the
many situations and plots arising
from the annual contest for the Van-
eerbilt cup at the automobile races
on Long Island. A plan to win the
trophy dishonestly discovered by a
clever country miss, who is attending
the races veth bet' rich uncle, who Is
Introducing her to the Snrart Set. She
substitutes her sweetheart for the
dislioncet ferenve chauffeur, and so
brings the right car to victory. "My
Little Chauffeur," "My Houseboat
Beau," "The Light That Lies in
Girlish Dyes" and "Somewhere in the






S4111)0 and Recitations, C 
tape of Washington, Lincoln,
I,owell and Longfellow.
Ora
THOSE WHO ARE TAKING PART.
In honor of the four groat Ameri-
cans born in February, George \Vash-
ington, Abraham Ldneoln, James Rus-
sell Lowell and 'Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, the pupils and teachers
of the edoKinley school on Hayes ave-
nue are entertaineng this afternoon
with art elaborate program of patri-
otic exercises. Si, Valentine Day is,
also, given an especial place in the
program. The school is decorates'
with nags and the patriotic colors,
and red and white carnations are ef-
fectively arranged. The teachers of
this school are Miss Emma Morgan,
principal, Misses Emma Mayes-, Au-
drey Taylor, Addle Goheen and Mrs.
'Kate Stuart.




Chorus, "In Honor of Washington"
Biographical Sketch of Washington
—Morgan Rassmen.
-Washington's Rules and Conduct"
—Henry Bourgeno, William Cooper,
Gaston McClure, John Knight, Cor-
bett Lofton.
Song, "Our Flag Colors" —Pupils
of first grade.





Party "—M a rgie Spivey, Dellaeloesurn
Vera Breame, Stella Richman, Katie
Keneale Vivian Yates', Josh Loftin,
Ray Saltsgiver Fitzhugh, L. P. Price,
Ernest Starrett.
"George Washington" — Birdie
Herring.
"The Good Old Times" (by 'Robert
Burdette)—Wil}iam Bourgeno.
Peino Solo, "Home Sweet Home"
—Raymond Mayer.
Rod Drill with Music—Irene Boor-
geno, Jcrsie Anise Nene "Story. Ota.
Biewitt, Sarah Hendricks, Grade
Means, Harry Clark, Harry Furlong,
Willie Brewer, Robert Keebier, Ray
Woods Wilson, 'George Scott.
"The English Boy"---Paul Clark,
Ray Saltagiver. Joe Laediker, _Earl
Lofton. Old Crouch.
"Little George Washineston"—Irme
Roberts, Ewell Dye, Harry Clark,
Georgie Scott, Herbert Shem we:I, Odte
Cooper.
"Washington "- - -Joh nide Jones,















Special sale on high grade
Meerschaum and Briar Pipes.








Habits and Character—J. C. Dim-
with.
"The First Snow Fall" — Emma
Wade.
Alvaddia—Velan Yates.
Plano. Solo, "March from William
Tell" (Rotosinit--Rebecea Jones.
Fourteenth of February.
Cupid on St. Valentine's Day—
Thurman Gossum.
Plano Solo (a) Selections from
"Midsummer Night's Dream, (I))




A Tribute to Lincoln, from Lowell's
"Commemoration lade"—By pupils of
fifth grade.
Chorus, "Star Spangled Banner"—
School.
"What the Colors of. Our. Flag
Stand For"--"Red," aladoline Smith.
"White," 'Rath Shemwell. "Blue"
Ortance Bourgeno. _
Cho risk xle"--Sc heel.
Musical drill by 14 tiny first grade
children—Racheel Parker 'Mandie
Board, Irene McNeal, Evelyn Breenit,
Sabora, MvNeal, Evelyn Mogen Kee-
bier, curtley Batter, .Pessie Clark,
Herbert Daley, Homey Ray Jonte,
Heabert Shemwell, Ewell Dye, Herbert
Crafton,
Longfellow.
Childhoid and First Home—Eva
.Pruess.
' Youth and Early Manhood—Lirena
Cooper.
' Home Life at Cambridge—Ruby
"The Poet's Love for Children."
toy James Whitcomb Riley) —Deila
Wads,
"The Arno% and the dolig"—ling-
'LI* Pool.
be Rain) Day " --Bowe It ktiertite
"The Children" Merle Ingram
"Daybreak" —Seta Spivey.
"The Cthslienee of Tbor,"-e-1111yeties
Shaffei.
"ftePli ke the Cha.lsiuge qL Thor,"
TO THE PEOPLE OF PADUCAH
A PROCLAMATION
By W. B. McPherson, Pharmacist
Inasmuch as it has always been our policy to take the people of Pidtteah into our confidence in all
matters pertaining to VINOL. it, is with pleasure that we are here able to present an illustrated exhibit
of the process through which VINOL passes in its maunfacture.
This exhibit not only demonstrates the fact that VINOL.is a real scientific preparation made from
fresh cods' livers, but shows by illustration every ingredient of which VINOL is made. This proves to
the people of Paducah that VINOL not'only complies with all conditions of the new Pure Food and
Drugs Law, but always has done so, inasmuch as its ingredients have alweys been made public and its
qualifications never misrepresented.
We are sorry we oennot print in the Stui this exhibit in the natural colurs of the material contained
in the differenf•jars. We have a booklet showiug tkis exhibit lithographed in eolors, a copy of which we
will be glad to hand.to anyone asking for it at ouirldae.' 'These newspaper illustrations, however, will
serve to assure our customers and friends that VINOL is in no way a secret preparation, but is as ethical
as any preparation pot up or prescribed 'by anyone.
_e
THE DELICIOUS COD LIVER PREPARATION WITHOUT OIL
-HOW VINOL IS MADE
FROM FRESH COD'S LIVER
The Chopped Cod's Liver Showing the
Separation of the Oil
Exhausted Liver Showing Three Lay-
ers, Upper Layer Washed Oil,
Middle Layer Exhausted Liver and
Lower Layer Solution of MedicinalExtractives
The Concentrated Extract of the LiverShowing the Medicinal Extractivesfound in Cot's Livers
I.
A Fresh Five Pound Cod's Liver Con-
taining All Its Natural Oil frontwhich are procured the Valuable
Medicinal Extrattivesusedin retaking
Vi1101
Magma of Iron Peptonate (Organic
Iron) Made by Chemically CombiningIron oxychioride with Beef Npteo•
j Fifteen Per Cent. Solution of the Iron
Peptonate (organic Iron)
Vinol the Finished Preparation. Con-
taining the Concentrated Extract ofthe Cod's Liver and Solution of lionPeptonate in pure natile wine
q In making VINOL, the Fresh Cod's Livers go through the several stages representedby these illustrations, reproduced from the originals, all of which proves that VINOLis a teal Cod Li‘ier'preparation, made by a scientific process which eliminates the oiland retains the valuable medicinal extractives.
1.
We ask you to study this exhibit so you wilt fully understand how the valuable medicinal extrac-
tives are recovered from 'genuine fresh cods' livers and the necessary oil omitted. This wil show you
conclusively that VINOL is not made of drugs or chemicals which are said to resemble the medicinal
elements found in cod lver oil, but that VINO', actually does contain in a high concentrated form all
the medicinal extraetives of cod liver oil, actually taken from genuine fresh cods' livers, together with
organic iron—a needful eoluttiliient for the blood—dissolved in a pure native wine as a preservative.
VINOL, unlike oily preparations, is easily digested and agreeable to the weakest stomach. For these
reason we I) el levy. •
,
-
VINOL IS FAR SUPERIOR TO OLD-FASHIONED COD LIVER OIL AND EMULSIONS FOR
COUGHS, COLDS, BRONCHITIS AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES, AND AS A BODY-
BUILDER AND STRENGTH CREATOR FOR OLD PEOPLE, DELICATE CHILDREN, WEAK, RUN-
DOWN PERSONS AND. AFTER SICKNESS.
Know, therefore, all persons who are in need of 'such medicine that we will supply them with VI-
NOL on a positive guarantee that if it does not succeed in benefiting them, we will refund the entire
amount of money paid us for the medicine.
You see Ot'R FAITH in VINOL, and you must.admit that. we Imo* something about medicine:therefore, when we tell that VINOL is the mostyaluable Cod Liver preparation on the market, and awonderful tonic-ree4ingtructor and rebuilder of strength, appetite and health at the same time deliciousto taste, we are not unreasonable to expect you to be-lieve us.
W. B. McPHER_SON, Pharmacist
\ nd at the leading drug store in every town and city In this





Piano -Bolos - (Selection from Men-
delssohn's ('Songs Without Words')
—Miss Carolina ham.
Chortle, " A near Iva" - -.Schou:.
itecemaienal March--School.
. • A Child Stammer.
Chi dren learn to set. on knowl-
edge long before they are old enough
to realise that they have It. , We
three girls }earned from our euedies
—you might sae --to "nsaUalle"
father: io take account of mood or
occupation: in short, to approach him
"In the right way," as women deal
with men the world over. Mother
would have been quite horrified had
anyone toid her that, by example,
she taught us to use father's pecul-
iarities to accomplish our own ends.
1 All one writes It down, it sounds very
'
;shocking, and I Must meke it clear
!that we were not undutiful children
1--ouly the ordinary American familyon terms of intimee,y with our father
and mother. What went on In our
house was only what occurs to a
greatel- or less cotlet)t 'n I'VPI'V hollow
-
in the land —"Autobiagraple of
Child with Two Parente," in
January Everybodyle
the
—During the "dull moments" in
your entre today you can write an
Ad. %%filch will elitninato "dull 1110-
mente" trot)] tomorrow.
A bill hes been introduced In the'
California logielature providing that
every mord of th•reed, gek, cotton,
wool, etc.. told shall he marked with
Lt o exact 'length. A fine of $2e th
provided for violation of the law, $10
to go to the informer,
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That "once a (sirens Man, always a hand, they must have bad strong
recus man" literally is true is eve personalities: pensonalitien which
dented in the ease of one of the em-
ployes of the Paducah Dry Docks
company, whose former career as a
showman extend:ng over many
eats, inculcated in him that Vestal
love-flame for the life. Though he is
on 1-ne downward slope of life's bill
and though he has had experiences,
usually with those stars of the old
:ine circuses. Dan Rice, Bill Lewis
and others. which ought to have
been sufficient to take the edge oft
of pareligal youth's love of the ad-
venturous, yet, the sight of F. Gent's
shewboat and the invitation of that
veteran showman, are revertng the
old love, and one chest of tools like-
ly will be left to fate and man,when
the time comes for the showboat to
leave. '
This man, self-styled the "Ten-
nessee Mountaineer", one-tinte show-
man, weather prophet and at present
steamboat builder, presents no un-
commonplace appearance to the ob-
server, but prosaic as his present oc-
cupation and eurroundinge.pow are,•
beneath the heavy- bre*/ are en*
which glow, when he is reminiscent,•
in a manner altogether peculiar to
14,1, men who have lead lives of adven-ture,
in the circus or otherwise, and




BECAlL:SE OP NO PAPERS IN
WHICH TO ADVERTISE.
Publishers Declare Printers Must Ac-
cept Fifty Cent Redaction
In Wages.
Butte Mont., Feb. 21..---The BUS-
pension of publication by the four
daily papers in Butte and Anaconda
has had a remarkable effect on all
business in Butte. roc a week now
,no datiy paper has been printed in
Butte because of the strike of 12
pressmen and the lockout of print-
ers, news writers, etc., and the busi-
ness of merchants has dropped from
25 to 50 per cent. Some of the large
department stores which carried
page advertisements in the papers
claim their business as fallen off
Pure
Drugs
If you need Drugs, anything
in the Toilet Line, a prescription
flied promptly and correctly, or
anything in the Patent or Pro-
prietary Medicine Line, tele-
phone S. H. Winstead, the Drug-
gist, either phone 756. Seventh
and Broadway. Here are a few
things which he does well:
He tries tomerit your trade.
He handles only the best
goods.
He gives prompt attention to
telephone orders.
He delivers goods promptly.
Ile makes a specialty of his
Prescription Department.
He employs' mane but licensed
prescription clerks.
He treats you as he would
have you treat him.
He extends every courtesy to
each customer.
He appreciates your trade.
So don't forget, when y
need anything in the Drug or
Druggist. Sundry Line, to tele-
phone 756 and Pee what prompt






Broadway and Seventh Street.
GO per cent., and some other lines
of business, like dentists, jewelers,
etc., have almost entirely been wip-
ed oat.
Merchants have been trying to
meet the situation by advertising in
the dailies of Helena and Missoula
and circu'ating them in Butte, but
with unsatisfactory results. Citizens
lave taken up the question as a se-
'eons one, and the Miners' union has
been appealed to to take a hand in
the settlement of the trouble and
aujust labor conditions in Butte. A
petition to the urion asks them to
appoint a committee to fix wages for
all the smaller unions and prevent
constant unrest and labon densande,
which It is argued always react upon
the miners themselves, who pay the
bunt of the increased coat of living
in Butte.
The newspaper publishers have
declared they will not resume publi-
cation unless the printers accept a
50 cent per day reduction in- wages
and make other concessions in In-
ternational Typographical rules. It
aeema to be the understanding that
at least two of the dailies, one even-
ing and one morning paper, will nev-
er resume publication. The moral ef-
fect on the community, which has
always been extremely tolerant of
labor demands, is striking, and fm
the first time in the history or
things in Butte denunciation of laboi
unions can be heard on all sides.
The Biter Bitten,
Greve Meer telling a _inept—Why
don't you laugh? Don't yeti coneider
that funny?
Virglula—Ith. my. that joke is ol(1.
Grace—is it, really, dear? Of course
you ought to know.
There are 3.556 blind Londoner".
while 2,057 are deaf and dumb. There
are l4,0115g 'soldiers in London bar-
racks. 46.546 paupers in the poor
house'', I-0.5410 patients in the hospi-
tals. 1,300•13 lunatics in sertums and
nearly 5,410a) criminals In the Prigs
01114
"One sees a lot of suspicious look-
ing. characters 011 the *trete flows-
lays." "That's so. I'd Seen four ,al-
eady today before I met you." —
Cleveland Leader.
3-1Whi1e yam were wondering wise.
ther It "would be of nn s nne" to try
a want Ad., your neighbor "tried"
one, and sold his hones%
welts born to lead men, to persuade
men, to bend a thonsand wills to
their own. The kind of hspnotic in-
fluence over -crowds paralleled onn
In the characters of certain great
generals. Who can say but that Na-
poleon, Hannibal, Ceases, or Alexan-
der had this as the secret of their
power, the only difference being
temperaenental. A IIIan Rice proba-
bly could not have led men to bat-
tle, for bis temperament essentially
was toward the ridiculous, but. the
same abnity to Ming things to pass,
to accomplish results are discernible
In -both characters. •
At this particular time the Moun-
taineer's audience was composed or
only thrtte persons.The mountaineer.
Gent and the writer. It was a for-
tuitous event that gave the Monne
taineer the leisure to talk. A threat-
ened' attack of grip threw him off
from work for a day or so, and talk-
ing especially as his Interest was fir-
ed by the sight of the preparations
being made to start out the show-
boat, seemed a Veasure to him,
Being "sick", and being neverthe-
less at the scene of his daily labor.
he had on his "agony" clothes.
"Agony" clothes are the full dress
clothes of those persons who dress
up swel:y on Sundays and holidays,
-rutting on lots of agony", is a
term also common on the river when
the government Inspectors are
around and denotes that the inter-
ested persons are taking particular
pains to appear at their best. Proba- short change artists divvy up with A Woman's Town. _Iphotographer, a fifth is bank cashien





in the child's health; do not imperil
it with alum food by the use of poor _baking powder.
Have a delicious, pure, home-made muffin, cake or biscuit ready when they




You remember the hunger you had




Royal makes a difference in your home—a difference in your health—.
a difference in your cooking.
ROYAL is absolutely Pure.
bly the principal reason for being the • Pest of :he fellows, and anyonej "If Norway, Me., ever snould have a sixth is an undertaker and still h
dressed up was a preeanconary mea-
sure, In that condition a antigen exee
ousel the dsv nosits in whIce!
- he esupetinteedent could use anotes!
7 man, would effectually obviate his f
along the same line have been una- being pressed into service. Still he
ble to exhaust his store of yarns.and.wes not sick enough to stay at home.
marvelous stories of fleecing, the- Tne mountaineer's philosophy of
unsuspecting public and of harrow- human nature
ing escapes out of town after their eeiees
victims "got on.•' Still, this is not so
remarkable when It fe remembered
tlst Dan Rice and Bill Lewis and
-other picturesque figures in the
show business in the days Of out
r fateers, every day were called on to
meet situations estilen Only the very
genius of resourcefulness could have
solved.
Bill Lewis was the particular sub-
ject of the mountaineer's reminis-
tenses this time. Lewis is known it.
Paducah. by the older inhabitant&
Or ought to be for many of Padu-
cah's citizens have been eworkeJ"
frequently by him, and indeed by the
mountaineer. In the light of the sto-
ry of his life as told by the moun-
taineer he stands out as one of the
firnt water old line showmen. Born
in Tennessee before the war, he was
in his prime 30 years ago When the
show business was not in the hands
of a trust, or carnival associations,
end when any man with grit and
mental alertness could get together
a few curios and be a full-fiedgea
show. Usually Lewis had only the
grit and resourcefulness as capital.
By a combination of the exigen-
cies of show life, the mountaineer
fen in with Lewis, and together they
took a trip over the country which
carried them to the Mexican -border
before they got turned around, and
whica more frequently found them
"broke" than otherwise. In fact,
hunger usually was the mothet of
the necessity whien called forth Lew-
is' talent as a past-master In the art
fleecing the public for a living. It
was on -this trip that the "Dancing
Turkey" trick was originate! by 10. 
Lewis.
Though there was dot a single sur-
vivor of the tartlet's Custer's last!
stand battle, Lewis used that battle
as the basis of a game which work-
ed a New Mexico town for about
seventy-five dollars In fewer minutes.
On this trip also the "Stump Water"
racket was brougit into play and all
of them, described in detail, hereaf-
ter, in a retrospective view, 'seem
simple to work the public with, yet
in their sietpltelty, in their absence
of .elaherate and ferre'd eircemetan-
ces, probably le found digit success.
in the telling, they are' more eon-
vti. 9:VP than the moist original min-
strel show. That is, told as the monn-
taineei tells them. When reduced to
cold print by a second person, nec-
essarily they !wk., much of the charm
of detail which accompanies the
original narration, the suggestive
atintniles, flip explanatory lift of the
eyebrows and the facial expressInna
made by a natural *Mew, but chiefly
the language in which theyare told.
A language as picturesque as the
weetern hills, interpolated hero and
there with words and phrases Kirin-
ed from a thtsnaitad sources, and alt
peculiar to some conditimi Of life or
coinee froln sone. intlivittital experi-
ence.
Invn'ved in the success of some of
tneee .old showmen In earning a liv-
ing by "minim the .rttrIte. Is ?Mire
than the Mere ability to orlgintits
clever games. To make theln true-,





"I hadn't been in the show business
three months." he says, "until I
found out that there is more or less down on
of the varmint ineeverybody. More him out
in some people. lets In others. We into the
are just a higher species of; God's
creation. Yon know that a varminth
is attracted be noise, or seared away
by it, and it's the same way with
people. When I was sailing my first
stunts on the plat'orrn in front of
the side show, and pnttIng up a
pretty stiff spiel, I always saw that
the fellow that made the most noise
got the biggest crowd in front of
him. And if a dozen fe:lows were
heating on tin pans or drums and
another fellow happened to make a
louder noise, you'd see the crowd
take out after him and leave the rest
of us without any.
"No matter where you see a fa-
kir, you'll find him making a big
noise. The first thing he'll do will be
to get somethieg to beat on and all
newmen know that noise attracts
people better than anything else.
That's why I said we all have more
or less of the varmint In us. After
you get the crowd you've got to spiel
lively to get them in."
Then he went on to tell about the
large tnain of thieves, short change
artists, and swindlers who follow the
circus. "Don't you think the circus
ain't on to them", he admonished.
"They all eat in the circus dining
tent and circuses don't feed people
for nothing. An honest man's got no
show in a circus. They won't have
hen around. All these swindlers and
mighty quick. I had 'nighty limber
liego e e. nes, I've short-changed
mans. a tel o.., ..d - soroetirues It
'seer y get we in jell too," he is-died
with relise. Then he told of this ex-
perience.
The "Come Rack.," •
"The usual way is when some
country comes ap to the 0.1[4 wag-
on and wants ticket's for the whole
family. Ile plants a 5-dollar bill
the board and you shoves
the tickets, rake the money
drawer and go on selling to
the other people. 'Course, the fellow
hangs around for his change, but
you tell him ronghly to go that you
ain't got no tirre to fool with hint.
and keep on "teeing tickets. The
crowd'll soon push 'him away and
you're ready for the next sucker.
One time we was showing in a coun-
try town and I short-changed a seedy
looking farmer. This fellow, howev-
er came back directly with one of
those big country sheriffs, one of the
one-gallue fellows. He said, 'You've
stole this fellow's change and if you
don't give it back I goin' to place
you under arrest.' 1 appears aston-
ished at the charge but don't lose
my head and keep on selling tickets,
however. I shoved a five dollar bill
toward the man and says, 'take it. I
stint got no time to fool with you. I
don't owe you nothing, but I'd rath-
er give you five dollars than fool
with you.' I felt mighty skittish for
s, few minutes. 'cause I didn't know
whether my game would work or
not, hut the fellow took the money
and left. Sometimes those shaves
would happen, but if you'll just keep
cool there's usuany a way out of
"Well, do those fellows fo119w the
circus life novel". he was asked,
"Jueleas bad as ever." he respond-
ed. "I'll tell you some time about
old John Robertson and his circus,
bringing predicaments to a degree
of activity unknown to the even ten-
or of the average life.
Trifles appear momentous in the
light of later developments some-
times. The mere asking when the
showboat would be ready to leave on
the summer cruise, in thn hearing of.
the mountaineer started him on a
reminierent • strain of former days
which only the patience _of the ate}
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tration of mind. The professor was
returning home one night from a
nclenttfle meeting, still pondering
over the subject. He had reached his
room in safety, when he heard a
noise w.hich seemed to come from tin-
ier the bed.
"Is scme ore there" -he asked.
a mayor, the chances are 10 to 1 a
woman would held the -office," say.
Se Keencs sumal. "This Oxford
eoanty villoge of 1,500 inhabitants
has over a score of women managing
psogressive lines of business. The
town physician is a woman. A woman
is justice of the peace. A woman man
ages a dry goods store. Another is a
seventh is an insurance agent. Un-
it her recent resignation the Rev,
n's mline E. Angell was, for eighteen
cars pastor of time Universalist
hurch at Norway. Mrs. F. W. San.
born ls responsible for the appear,
ante of the Norway Advertiser. the
,local weekly. This by no means
completes the /1st of the successful









Surplus   50,000
Stockholders liability   100,000
Total security to depositors 5250,000
Accounts of individuals and time solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment. . _ . 43.11111AELISAIN111111
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIG /ITS FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOCK.
Third and Broadway
The Absent-Ntinded Professor. "No, professor," answered the in-
This story is told of a college T)TX iruder,.seho knew 
of the proftsesor's
fesetor who was noted for his concen. reculiarities.
"That's strange I was penitive
someone was uncle- my bed," com-
mented the learned man.---Judge.
Agricultural schoobt have been es-
tablished at several Insees in Stherin.
,and a certain number of steam 1,i0WA




H., S. & M
Clothes for Spring
Are now ready _tor yogr inspection.
Every Suit and Overcoat is indi-









TUE P.S.DUCAH EVENING SUN THURSDAY, FEMICART 21, ft
the Dettlucal) Zuni
AFTERNOON AND 111111[ALY
BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
INCtokroit
F. Id. F1s11/..ii.. Pr eataealtK P. PAXT(IN, tle‘o.rui ),tanager.
Starsitio
4.111aterod at the peeve/nee at Palatial'.
R7.. as second class motor..
THIS DAILY SUN
By carrier, per week 1, .1')
By mail, per month, In advance .25
By mall, per year, in advance 1.60
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mall. postage paid... $1.00
Address THE SUN, Paduoah. Ky._
(dace, 116 South Third. Phones HIS
Paine & Tout's. Cassese aed DisTfork representatives.
THE RUN can be found at the tallaw-nt places:








1 3882 so 38418
2 3878 17 3874
3890 '18 3899
4 3891 19...S1f....3898
6 3897 21 3890
7 ........3875 22 3877
- 3844
 3854 24 3882
10 3901 ' 25 3804
11 3837 26 3846
12 3826 24  4299
14 3826 29 4239




Average for January, 19'17...  3912
Average 'for January,e1906 3713
Personally appeared before me,
this Feb. 1. 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
Month of Jan., 1907, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief,
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
Daily Thought.
"The man who has an ambition to
serve and not to rule is the true de-
fender of liberty."
NEWS.
In the course of an exposure of the
conduct cesoertaln "news bureaus,"
separated principally from Weehinja
ton. D. C., Collier's Weekly mentions
a Paducah paper, not THE SUN, as
publishing weekly letters of a partic-
ularly infamous bureau, but in that
article Co:lier's probably does the pa-
per an Injustice, as it is likely that
the paper has never published one of
the letters, and if R. has, it is alto-
gether probable that the editor was
not aware of the character and per-
pose of the letter. This man is one
of the worst of the disseminators of
areeored" inforrnatron, leteause he
charges $1 weekly for his service,
thereby reaching many small papers,
whieh could not afford to keep a
correspondent at Weseington, and
creating -the itypeeslon among them
that he hone of the legitimate Wash-
ington newspaper men, a-ho syndicate
their stories and depend on the num-
ber of tapers taking their service,
rather than the amount received from
'era one to remunerate them. It is
something to ha* a Washington let-
ter, with the word "speliel" in -the
date line and a name In "caps" at the
bottom. It a this consideration that
has made the paitate-ar bureau to
which Collier's refers, popular.
But we believe the evil complained
of is not two great as Collier's would
make out, bee amuse mo!.41 editors read
such copy carefully befere pueliehtng
It, rendered tenspicious by the very
fact that it is furnished free. The
exposure in Collier's all: servo to put
-the reit of the fraterney on their
guard.
Every week TIIE SUN receives a
half dozen letters, mostly from Wash-
ington.- some of them offering to
seed mats or plates op payment of
postage. These letters find their way
expeditiously to the waste basket.
They are never opened. (ene letter
comes from Washington, contesting of
p• aragraphs of interesting capital goe-
• ells. One paragraph -always is devot-
ed to the improveetent of internal
waterways. In TILE SUN office, et
least, the waterways paragraph is
carefully clipped, edited and publish-
ed. The remainder Jeintathe rest of
the Washington gossip in the waste
basket. All the paragraph's look in-
nocent enough-, but we are afraid of
them,
It has been but a few months since
TliE SUN received from New York an
ally written and most Intensely in-
tereeting account of the microscope,
its invention and wonderful discovers-
Ws. There was no advertisement of
any firm concealed In its text and the
motive of the writer was not discern-
able by per-usal. Reading It casually
awakened a deep desire for sockintille
research. one could 'scarcely restist
tIes. temotratInif -to go forthwith and
buy a mit-roe-olio. It might have .
• beten -patd1stuld, tate-aat: Dee 'editor
gone out on the.street andAisen two
three-Sabirs stationed at promt-.
'mot estroer• maw. sele•00.01011, sTabo
•
wily manufacturer bad so timed the
letter that his article on the micros-
cope and the fakirs would appear in
the Lew II at the same time.
The team pretty well broken to
Ml the schemes of the advertisers
The circus advance agent has. ghat,
up his tricks and deals iu a straight-
forward way with the press. The
Jamestown tope-aeon managers art
finding that newspapers have been
pretty thoroughly worked for free ad-
vertising. All sorts of public enter-
prises now have press bureaus, that
send out well written "stull" to Pa-
pers, and the "Lincoln Earm Asso
(aeon," and similar organizations
are treated well -by the Prem.
But the Washington bureaus that
send out stuff roasting President Cas-
t ro, of Venezuela, and lauding the
asphalt trust; the capital gossip in
which innuendo is -directed against
the administration; the clever writer
who excoriates the trusts, but never
fails to comment on the one glorious
exception, .the "Harvester combine,'
and their fellows, are wise to all- the
possibilities of moulding public opin-
ion.
Senator Smoot's vindication by the
senate is entirely personal. His
character was established as above
reproach. Probably few of his col-
leagues could stand the same search-
ing investigation. The vote against
him reflects the sentiment of the -na-
tion against the Mormon churoh.
Having read the testimony adduced
during the prolonged hearing of t-he
Smoot case, it is difficult to under-
stand why anyone should vote to un-
seat the Utah senator for other than
partisan reasons. Smoot never had
but the one wife, now living with
him happily. There was no proof ad-
duced to show that the endowment
house oath contains anything sediti-
ous or -treasonable. We do not like
Snioot's religion; but, then, probable
Snioset could cite us to isolated verses
of the Bible, proving that our creed
is unsound. The principal charge
sustained seems to be that the Mor-
mon church is interfering unduly
with Ito:like in the northwest, but it
is not an unusual thing for men of
the same religious belief to stand to-
BAILEY'S PLUNGE
IN HIGH FINANCE
Related by Hint on Witness
Stand Today
Tells About Oil Deab, and Big Lum-
ber Transactkin for Hid
H. CLAY PIERCE IS AN EXILE
gether We -believe that of
Cal-anything detrimental to the Mormon
houn, and stated that the 5156,000uchrch is both patriotic and right-
eous, but we do not believe in taking
out our spite on one of the few
tried and proven virtuous men of that
church, nor can we see how under
our free institueons we may deprive
a man of his right to vote or to hold
office, simply because he was brought
up in a church, the practices of which
we do not approve.
lifts Providence graciously elected
the Butte, Montana, copper kings to
be sacrificed on the al-tar of journal-
ism? Another great ieseon has been
drawn from the strike of pressmen in
that city, which has stopped the pub-
lication of all four papers. Mer-
chanti-declare that their business has
fallen off 610 per cent since their ad-
veilising h-as teen eta off. Does adver-
tising pay? Ask the merchants of
Butte, who are clamoring for the
newspapers to settle the difficuAy
with the pressmen and resume puleli-
cation. The reading public, which
comprehends nearly everybody, de-
pends on the newspapers to announce
Sales and bargains, and a woman in-
variably reads the paper before going
out to make purchases.
Graves county should set apart a
section of the -Mayfield cemetery for
the reception of the bodies of un-
known victims of homicides, and
p1-ace the written records of their
death:. in the county archives. They
will form quite interesting reading
for future generations.
If Democratic congressmen are le-
eertIng John Sharp Wriams for De
Armond, of Missouri. because Wit-
:lame opposed Bryan and all his fal-
lacies, we will be treated to anothei
epectacle of -southern statesmen be-
ing carried off their feet by a prairie
breeze.
President Tease& of Niertra-gita,
deem not find enough trouble for an
energetic dictator at home, so he Is
trying to combine all Central America
into one great revolutionary trust.
Auetin, Tex., Feb. 21 —Before the
ineestigatin-g committee of the house
and senate today, United States Sen-
ator Bailey continued the story of his
financial deals with John H. Kirby,
the Texas millionaire lumberman; S.
G. Bane, president of the Seaboard
National bank of New York; Henry
Clay Pierce, president of the board
of directors of the Waters-Pierce Oil
company; B. F. Yoakum, who is at
the head of two great railroad sys-
tems, and with various other finan-
ciers of lesser importance. The Texas
United States senator told an inter-
esting story of his adventures in the
world of high finance ape firmly
maintained that all of his acts and
deeds had been honorable and above
reproach.
Probably his most Important state-
ment was that he had been asked by
the Standard Oil officials in New York
immediately after the Beaumont oil
field boom, to 'give them an opinion
as to what the opportunities were for
them to re-enter the state again and
do business.
"I gave them a written opinion,
In which I stated that if they at-
tempted to do business in the state
they would be put in the penitentiary
and their property absorbed in fines
and penalties," said Senator Bailey.
Senator Bailey told of his efforts
to assist his client, J. H. Kirby, in
rescuing hie stock from. the clutches
a Wall street financier, Pat
he borrowed was because the Kirby
Lumber company could not legally
assume this obligation. He stated
that Henry Clay Pierce gave his
written guarantee for the payment of
this sum of money.
The explanation of his former oil
interests in Texas wee lengthy and
mote exhaustive in detail. The con-
cern which he toek over Jim a debt
mils known as the Southwestern Oil
company, a subsidiary concern to the
Houston Oil company, this latter
company having a timber contract
with the Kirby Lumber company.
Pierce Is an Exile.
tte Louis, Feb.' 21. That Henry
Clay Pierce, former president of the
Waters-Pierce 09 company, Is virtu-
ally an exile from Missouri was at-
tested today when hie son, Clay A.
Pierce, whe-e. to the presi-
dency of the company, a anou n ced
that his father would hereafter live
in New York.
The London dealt rate is now near-
ly 34) per cent. lower than It sees at
the coming into operation of the pub-
lic -health act in 18,91. In that year
the death rate was 17.1; In 19,05 it
was 15.1 a thousand.
"My dear." said Mewed, sniffing
suspiciously, "these eggs are *lot
fresh." "You must be mistaketedear-
est," replied Mrs. Newed. "The gro-
cer's boy brought th this morn-rows
ing,"--(3hicago Daily .
If °User cities follow the example 1
of Omaha in declaring pertain works ,:
of the old masters Indecent, Ameri-
can art will soon be reduced to "draw-
inte the line.,"
The American association of din-
Ine car superineendenee was able to
afford a dinner that cost 820 a plate
in Louisville last night. There's al
tip.
.0
Women may now vote for the pres-
ident tn Rhode Island—if they guess
the right one.
IN HUMOROUS VEIN.
"as that next door neighbor In
Your flat still learning to play the
cornet?" "No; he's Just practicing."
—Cleveland Plain Dealer
"I ace everything to this New
York hotel Is eternized -even the










Come see this new arrivals In
the Earl and Wilson Shirts,
and the Bates-Street Shirts.
In london and New York
the heliottope, pastel nineties.
steel grays and gun metal.
SIP the moo popular seuele.
thet season, nod The New
Store, as usual, is the fine to
show them here.
•
Priced, $1.50 to 413.110.
SCHOOL FLOODED
FROM LABORATORY
Two Rooms of Washington
Building Dismissed
Desks and Itietke Soaked and Pia,
tering Webbed Down From
the
VACATION UNTIL NEXT WEEK
Damage amounting to fully $200,
the dismissal of two rooms and gen.
era} confusion at the Washington
school on We Broadway today re.
suited from some' onecarelessly.leav-
ing a faucet open iu the laboratory
on the third floor yesterday after-
noon. The reenla flooded will have
to be repaired with new ceiling and
given a good treating with heat to
drive out the dampness.
This morning When James Jordan.
the colored janitor, 'began cleaning up
the building he found Mess Eleanor
Wright's room on the first floor flood-
ed with water. It poured from the
ceiling in streams. Desks were wet,
books soaked and the ceiling was
dropping to the floor.
Rushing to the second floor he
found Miss .Mary Owen Murray's
room, directly over •Miss Wright's, in
the same condition. He next went
to the top floor and hound the e.ause.
Water was running from a faucet
In the laboratory sink. As quickly
as possible Jordan ran to the base-
ment, after shutting off the faucet,
to turn off the water supply from the
main valve. He found several inebes
of water on the concrete basement
floor, and the rafters thoroughly
soaked.
Ms ff Wr$gt,t teaches the B fourth
grade and Miss Murray the A sev-
enth grade. Their pupils were unable
to remain in the damp rooms.
Superintendent Hoyer's Report.
Fred Hoyer, superintendent of
buildings, had roade an inspeetion of
the flooded robins and estimates the
dalleage to the building about $150.
"The plastering on the ceiling is
high class and very expensive, and I
believe it will all cisme off and have
to be eeplaced," he said.'
Jordan and assistant janitors soon
elaared the water out of the flooded
seems cud set about drying them:,
it is thought they will be fit for oc-
cupancy by Monday. A fire will be







Best Known Remedy for
Summer Coughs aid
Colds.
I had a severe stationer
cold which settled on my
lungs, and I tried va:-..,us
kinds of cough remiciles,
none of which did Inc any
good until I finally tried
one bottle of Dr. Bell's
Pine-Tar- Honey, which
relieved me at once.
Please accept my thanks
for this most valuable
remedy. Very respect-
fully, Henry pranks, De




















CUSS Meg All Elsa
Fails.
/ had a severe cough
sad coll. I tried a great
many reinediei but none
of them seemed to do me
any good, and at last I
tried one bottle of Dr.
Bell's Pine - Tar - Honey
arid it cured me. Very
rf
spectfully, e r man
lhan. 114 E. St. Cath-
erine fit., Louisville, Ky.
CUR E SpptS
... OVER 4,000,000 DOMES OF...
Dr. Bell's Pine -Tar - Honey
Were sold during the year 1904, on an absolute guarantee. Out of this
vast number of sales money was refunded on only six bottles. This
proportion--6 out of 4,000,000-is so exceedingly small that it
hardly makes a ripple in the solid phelanx of satisfied
customers. This is the unprecedented record of the
most wonderful cough medicine on the market.
VW LOOK FOR THE
BELL ON THE BOTTLE.
25 cents. ED cents and $1.00 Bottles.
Pree'd only by the E. E. SUTHERLAND MEDICINE CD., Paducah, Ky.
t••••. N,• .\ • 4.;
PREPARED ONLY 111' E. E. SUTHERLAND MEDICINE CO., Die. PAIR I III, KY.
DEATHS OF A DAY
Mrs. William Harris. 1
Mrs. William Smedley Harris, of
Jackson. Tenn., died yesterday at !
her home in that city from pneu-
monia. • She was formerly Miss Kate
Chester, a popular Jackson girl, and
both he and her husband are well
known in 'Paducah, where Mr. tfairlIT
is, also, related, his mother having
been Miss Fannie Smedley, who spent
much of her girlhood here. Mr. and
Mr. Harris bad only been married a
year.
George Patine.
George Pat'elb, 28 years old, died
at his hoUte tett the Huebands road
this morning at 8 o'clock of pneu-
monia after an illness of a few
'weeks. He was-married and leaves a
wife and one brother. The funeral
will take place tomorrow afternoon
at 1 o'clock. The burial will be in
the Wood cemetery in the county.
:CHILD AIDS MOTHER KILL SELF.
Decatur Woman's Son Brings Her
Means of Suicide,
Decatur, III., Feb. 21.—After send-
ing her 10-year-old son for carbolic
acid, Mrs. 1A111 Smith, of Maros.
drank the poison this Morning and
expired. She had been in 1l -health
and yesterday, recalling a neighbor's- 
suicide, asked her husband what he"And Si) he won her hand after all." had taken, and was told carbolic acid."Yee, and now aht has hint under her This forenoon she took a piece ofthumb.
$2,300.000 LASILDEAD.
— —
London Firm Sells Spur Ranch, in
North Texas.
ForteWorth, Tex., Feb. 2'1.-0,111-
seal &deices were received here today
of the sale by the Esquela Land and
Cattle company of London. England.
of the Spur ranch In Dickens. Kent
and Cnoeby counties in northwest
Texas., consisting of 400,400 acres of
well improved land and 40,04100 head
of high-bred cattle M. Swenson a
4 Sons, New York hankers. are the Per-
i
+
'chasers, and the announcement Is
made that the property will at once
i be cut up into small farms. The fleet
• involved a cash transaction of $2,-
,
* 
51010.0410. The Sweneons are heavy
stockholders in the Texas 'Central
railroad, and the road is to he extend-
i
s' 
ed through their new property. The
Santa Fe has secured a right of way.
In 1886 the F./squeal Land and Cattle
* company bought the Spur ranch for*
$4,250,0000.
FOR SALE OR RENT.
Mouth Fifth %trees fealties's-4s of IS
moron and two large halts, convent
cot to N.. C. and St. I. depot, water
on troth floors, double front ponit
Prier. $2000, or rent 1120 per month.




The project Kti connecting Frnnre
with Italy by,, tannelIng Mont !Mine
Is gaining ground steadilX.19 Paris.
eaildy from hee *On ate1, complaining
it heel given her the toothache, sent
him for the poison.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WaltEvery dose makes you feel better. Las- Foilkeeps your whole insides right. Sold on flatmoney-back plan ever/whet Price to rats.
4f4tabscrIbe for she San.
-^
What Osteopathy Will Do.
_Tnere are but' few people who have
not heard of Osteopathy,- - also of
some of Its achievemeets. Bet there
are far tOo Many who have accredit-
ed it with being good for only those
cenditions from which they - have
been cured, or which have come un-
der their observation. Not infrequent-
ly there is mntual surprise when one
who was cured of rheumatism meets
another who has been cured hf asth-
ma or constipation. This Is a homely,
but verytrue illustration.
Personally, I have cured chronic
cases of constipation, raeumatisna
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia anti
headathes for people whom you
know well, and the value of the Os-
teopathic treatment is but crenine
generally known in Paducelle as it
should be.
, I mould like to talk eith you at.l
any time about your peet:cular case
.and know I can cite yent to some of
your friends who will attest to what.
tt.he treattnent has done forethern Ii
sim:lar Pease's. ('onle‘ to MY office.
116 Broadway, or phone 1447 any
Itime from 9 to 12 or 2 ed 6 p. m.
DR. G. B. P'ROAGE.
You cannot may your home is
modern and comfortable if your
bathroom fixtures are old, and
unsanitary.
Nlodern plumbing and bath room equipment
makes your hee.e healthy and comfortable.
"Strusdard"plumbing fixtures are the most durable
and sanitary fixtures madr. We handle thir Inc
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
We combine skilled. experienced labor with rea.








Office Phones 369, Residence Phones 726
Campbell Building, IlacluCeth, Ky.
TWO WORDS MAY COST NIILLIONS
"Hint" and "Her" in creighton Will
May (Nst Charity Bequests.
Omaha, Feb. 21.—On the question
of whether the pronouns "him" and
'her" can be construed as referring
to Creighton University and to chari-
ties may Maize the decision as to What
portions of John A. Creighton's mu-
tone are to go to plilltitaltiiiiRc pin'-
pose; and the atifounts his nephews.
and -nieces -reeelVe, The thirteenth
clause of the will provides that the
residum of the atate, after specific
beetiests etre eaftefted, "shall be di-
vided among the legatees and bene-
flciaries hertsinbefore mentioned," and
in the same sentence these beneficiar-
ies are referred to as "him" and
"her." This is construed as indicat-
ing Mr. Creighton intended all of
the residuum of the eetate should go
to the relatives, and that only the
$91,0,040 tepeclficelly mentioned was
to be devoted to phIlanthropice.
"Speaking ref tuiccests in Wee' re-
marked Hojax. ''there goes' a man
who has left tendreds of people be-
hind despite their strenuous efforts
to overtake bim." "Indeed!" ex-
claimed Tomdix. "Who is he?" "Oh,"
re plied Holes, "he's a motorman on
a trolley ear."—Chleago.Dary News.
Good and Speedy Telephone
Service
Is the only !INABAe result front our new until improved outs:isleconstellat ion, mode, n (Aire equituticnt anti 1111prtivellcrating rules. Let us pet In n 'HOME phallie few you:
a mouth for Intel/neer 1;honeS.
191.50 n month fen. residenee ponies.
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-For De Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 400%
Broadway, Phone 196.
-"The Baptist Messenger," edited
by L. L. &about and published in the
Interest of the Baptist church., made
Its initial appearance yesterday.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
-leprigh pianos from $150 to
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
-Teo mules aed a horse which
rtrayed from Co:ernan Ewell's farm
In the Maxon Mills section were re-
covered yesterday near 11e.yfield.
-Wedding invitations, announce-
ments an.' every character of en-
graved work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Sun.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
fine painting of every charactev, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401
-Nine candidates were Initiated
by the Knights Templar yesterday af-
ternoon, the servioas lasting from 4
o'clock in the afternoon until 6
o'clock in the evening. A supper was
sawed the cornmandery by the ladies
of the Eastern‘Star.
-Fine carnations at e0c per dozen
at Bruesons, 529 Broadway.
-Globe Wern:cee tiling cases and
all supplies for them, also the beet
line of carbons. A full line of blank
books and all kinds a office supplies.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
phone 436. R. D. Clereents & Co.
-There will be Lenten services
at the German Lutheran church at
7:30 o'clock ton1ght..
-We desire to announce to the
public that the temporary abandon-
ment, by the Traction company, of
their owl car service will not effect
our prices to and from depot. We
will continue to serve all who may
favor us with their patronage, at the
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
CO.
-The regular quadriennial mail
weighing on Illinois Central trains
between Louisville and Memphis it
now In operation.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-Get your meals at Wheteibead's
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad
days. Nice, polite service guaran-
teed.
- Major and Mrs. Winter, the
smallest married couple ever seen in
Paducah, left Ow Princeton this
morning after a several weeks en-
gagement at the Rudy-Phillips store
where they posed as advertisements.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention
will be pall to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducian
beer/
-(17T. FreTerb, RAM= at
the Illtnoll Central 'wrecking crew,
has received several orders for his
patent rail anchor used In working
wrecks. He Is having the anchors
manufactured by the American Steel
,ompany at Chicago. He will manu-
facture them himself instead of form
lug a Meek company.
-Place your orders for Wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun Shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prices much lower than
you pay elrewhere.
--The Missionary siclety of the
Third Street Methodist church will
mete Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
In the pastor's study.
-You know your calling cords
are correct when they come from The
Sun. Script, cards and plate $1.50 s
hundred, 'he Old Eng'iah $3.
- For tickets to Jackson, Mem-
phis, Nashville, Ohatteneoge,
ta, call at New City Ticket office, N.,
C. and St. L. Ry., 430 Broadway, Op-
posite Palmer house. D. J. Mullaney,
City Passenger Agent.
--Harry Travis, colored, who was
tit
heads yesterday morning, is better
today. It Is thought he was not in-
jured internally.
-The Ladies Mite society of the
First Baptist church will meet Friday
afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs.
Frank Wahl, 918 Clay street.
-Fresh Flower Seed and vegeta-
ble seed that will give line results at
Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
A youne white girl picked up a
muff belonging to a customer at
Rudy, Phillips & Co. Tuesday, and
the owner did not discover the loss
until she had made her purchases.
Inquiries developed that elerks had
seen the girl take the muff, but,
thought it belonged to her. As she is
known, the owner suggests that It
be returned to Rudy, Phillips & Co.,
to Nave prosecution.
-Mr. Logan Bonlware, of Roy L.
CuIley & Co., has a Washington win-
dow for "The New Store" that is at-
tracting a great deal of attention to-
day. The idea is patriotic, and time-
ly. The color scheme is the "red.
white and blue", carried out in the
display of furnishings. A large pic-
ture of Washington, Grant and
Roosevelt is used for the center de-
sign, and Is prettily draped with the
national colors.
HIGH PLACE LOST,SEEKS DEATH
Deposed Manager of Mexican Cen-
tral Road Attempts Suicide.
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 21.-E. E. Sty-
net, until recently general manager
of the Mexican Central. with head-
quarters at. Maxie° City, brooding
over the fact that the reorganization
of the road growing out of its con-
solidation with the jiational lines
caused him to lose his place, at-
tempted suicide by stabbing himself
at his home in Mexico Monday night.
Reports to this effect reached El Pa-
so today from Mexico. Six wounds
were inflicted and Mr. Styner is still
alive, although late this afternoon it
was impossible to tell whether or
not he wonel -recover.
BRIBE ASKED, OFFICIAL OUT
Machine-Made Governor of Connec-
ticut Dismisses Commissioner.
New Haven Conn., Feb. 21-Gov-
ernor Rollin Woodruff, machine
groomed and elected, today yanked
from office Frank E. Healy, the state
tax commissioner and former sena-
tor and representative. Healy is one
of the towering political figures of
the state. He had full charge of the
gubernatorial campaign of Governor
Roberts two years ago; this fall he
assumed charge of the campaign of
Lieutenant Governor Lake. Healy
wits accused of having atiked $1,200
to make Howard Steele of New Brit-
ain county commissioner. Governor
Woodruff found him guilty and in
a curt note announced els removal.
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Two Melber Weddings.
'Mr. Virgil Derrington and Miss
Elena Pryor, of Melber, were married
yesterday afterneen at 4 o'clock at
the home of the bride. Rev. J. I.
Stewart. of LAMP, Oak, performed the
ceremony. They are well known
young people of Melber.
Mr. Neil Woo,d, of Graves county.
and Miss Dolly Scott, of Melber, Were
married eesteeday afternoon at 4:30
o'clock at the residence of the bride
by the Rev. J. I. Stewart, of Lone
,Oak They are popular you people
,and will reside at the groom's home
In Graves county.
Louisville Guests in Friedman Box.
Mr. and Mrs. H. V. Loving, of Lou-
(ovate, were the gueets last evening
of Mr. and MTS. Joseph L. Friedman
In their box at The Kentucky theater,
to see the Harry Beresford perform-
lance. Mr. Loving is at the head of a
Trust company of Louisville, and a
prominent man.
Entre Nous Club.
Miss Ethel Brooks, of North Sev-
enth street, is the hostess of the
Entre Nous club this afternoon at her
home.
Woman's club.
The Woman's club is meeting this
afternoon at the pgrish house of
Grace Episcopal ehuAt, in the regu-
lar semi-monthly business session.
There will be no "open meeting" of
the chub, however, until the first
Thursday in March.
Kalosophic Club.
The Kalesophic club will meet to-
'morrow morning at 1.0 o'clock with
Miss Elizabeth Sinnott, of North
Ninth street,
Box Party for Visttors.
Mr. and Mrs. James Peterson
Smith entertained with a box party
last evening at the Kentucky theater
In honor of their guests Mr. and Mrs,
R. S. Van Cleve of Springfield. III.,
and Col. and Mrs
Springfield. The
were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rieke and'
Mr. A. S. Thompson.
Patriotic Concert Friday Night.
The Junior Epworth league of the Miss ,Mice. Compton has been ill
Trimble Street Methodist church will for several days with grip, at Me
borne of Mrs. Ebridge Palmer ongive a concert tomorrow evening at
West Clark street.
Mrs. Emma Lewis is visiting Mrs.
W. A. Pool in Hopkinsville.
James Curry and Charles Boone,
who have been residing in Paducah
for an indefinite period, returned to
this evening from 8 to 11 o'clock in Henderson yesterday. They, however,
the parlors of the Kentucky Avenue expect to go to California shortly.-
Presbyterian church. The program Henderson Gleaner.
will be an attractive one and refresh- Mr. and Mrs. .1, H. Loeser, of
served. Colonial cog- Omaha, Neb., are visiting Mr. Loes-
er's brother, Mr. Sol Loeser, 502
North Fourth street.
Mrs. Noble F. Parker returned last
night from Lexington, Tenn., after a
week's visit to her parents, Mr. and
the church In honor of Washington's
birthday. A pleasant patriotic pro-
gram will be presented.
Colonial Tea Tonight.
A "Colonial Tea" will he given
w.
an informal reception' was held an4
the telegrams
were read. A
Powell on West Broadsay.wherel v4.4.4.4.4„4.4.4.4.4,4„,Ne
of Congratulation!
number of friends
came to say good by,' and ac,e3mpa-
nied them the the train. The home
was very attractively decorated with
roses and carnations. toffee and
sandwiches were served.
Dr. and Mrs. Fitzpatrick left at
9:30 o'clock for St. Louis where
they will visit Mrs. J. W. Williamson,
an aunt of the bride, for several
days. They will gogdirect from there
to Paris, Texas, their home.
Silver Wedding Anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs.William Lydon of 4422
South Tenth street, celebrated the
twenty-fifth anniversary of their
wedding yesterday. The occasion
was a very happy one and they were
pleasantly remembered by their ma-
ny friends, but owing to it being
Lent it was made a quiet event.
ments will be
tumes will be worn.
Mrs. D. F. Housman is ill of gen-
erl debility at the home oiler daugh-
ter, Mrs. M. N. Clark, of 720 Goebel
avenue,
Mrs. Perkins 13 ill at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Linneas Orme, of
North Seventh street.
Mr. Henry GockeL, the South
Third street baker, returned yester-
day from a business trip to Goloanda,
111.
Mrs. James Divinie, of ,Mayfield is
visiting in the city.
Mr. John Sherwin will leave soon
for Asheville, N. C„ for his health.
Mrs. J. C. Karr, of Murray, has re-
turned home after visiting Mrs. Ada
Hovenden.
Mrs, Charles James, of Evansville,
veil arrive next week to visit her
mother, Mrs.' David Sanders.
Mies Maggie Cansell, of Evansville,
is visiting Mrs. Ad Rasch.
Miss Ella Sanders will go to St.
Louis next week to visit Miss Ida
Fahey.
Mr. Fred Oswin, the Englishman,
who recently fell heir to several
thousand dollars from relatives in
England, went to Oklahoma this'
morning prospeoting.
James Nagel went to Prince-
ton this morning on business.
Miss Anne Williamson has recover-
James A. Rose ofl
ed from a brief illness and was able
vriditional guestsIto attend school this morning.
MT. John Trent, storekeeper for
the Illinois Central, has returned




The marriage of Miss Letitia Dal-
lam Powell to Dr. Wiltiam Wando Mrs. Jofterib L. Hearn.
Fitzpatrick, of Paris, Tex., was qui- Co:. and Mrs. James A.
etiy solemnized this morning at 8:30 Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Van Cleve retnrn-
o'clock in the parlors of the Rever- ed to their home in Springfield, III.,
end Father Jansen of the St. Francis this morning after a pleasant visit
de Sales Catholic church. Only the
family of the bride and a few of the
intimate friends were present. Miss
Katherine Powell was the maid of
honor and only attendant.
The bride was very charming in a
stylksh traveling suit of blue cloth
and blouse of Roman striped silk
with hat to harmonize. She carried
bride roses. The maid of honor was
prettily gowned in a costume of
green cloth.
Immediately after the ceremony Mrs. D. le Sanders le Hewitt' grip.
the bridal party drove to the home Mr. and Mrs. Harry Meyers left
of the bride's mother, Mrs. William this morning for Louisville to visit
Mrs. Sam Skinner is suffering
This
Four Snapshots and a Moral.
"Lest my position!"
• r.
Tcitad • WANT ADLET,
Look at his face!
"Got 'nether place!"
Rose and
to Mr. and Mrs. James P. Smith, of
Washington street.
The Rev. J. W. Bleckard is Ill
from grip at her home on West Jef-
ferson street. He WAS unable to
hold the prayer service at the Broad-
way Methodist church last night.
Mr. Linneas Orme Is Improving af-
ter a severe attack of grip. 
MissIrma Reitz left this morning
for Cincinnati to resume her studies
in the conservatory of music.
from an attack of grip.
Judge W. D. Greer is better today
after a week's sickness of grilie
Mrs. B. J. Prieeter Ls recovering
from a two weeks' Illness of grip.
Mrs. David Levi Is sick with grip.
Mrs. T. E. Tither and children, at
PrInoeton, return home this evening,
after spending a few days with Meg.
.S. E. Kell, of North Seventh street
Mr. and Mrs. S. Ift Gnome, of 720
South Sixth street, are slck of grip.
Spent Money Hemet
Bloomington, III.. Feb, 21. -Miss
Helen Dixon, who is under Indict-
ment on the charge of embezzling
11.300 of the funds of the Gleaners'
Society of the Second Christian
church, admitted today that the sto-
ry she told of having given the mon-
ey to her brother was largely a fic-
tion. She .confeseed that she spent
.the money herself to satisfy her
tastes for luxuries, and said that lit-
tle at it was given to others.
Mrs. Mayhrick's Influence.
New York, Fell . 21.--- A bill was
introduced in the legislature at Tren-
ton to *Wilt& underground dungeons
at the Mate prison. This la the result
of a movement started by Mrs, Flor-
ence MaybrIck, who visited tliS Prison
OnnOne/Y. Mr* Meeildiek Idaseinteed




Thomas Hodge against G. R Allen
and \V. B. Kennedy, judgment for
$1,486..159 for plaintiff, and defend-
ant granted an appeal
In the case of J. T. Reddlek
against S. T. Vaughan and others a
judgment for $1,650 was entered.
Marriage Licenses.
W. W. Fitzpatrick to Letttla D
Powell,
Milburn Le Nair to Mabel Chap-
Man.
Neal Wood to Dollie Scott.
Virgil N. Derrington to Elena
Pryor,
Deeds Filed.
Samuel Powell to S. D. Lee, power
of attorney.
William Thompson to Endora Wal-
ker, property in the county, $25.
John A. Williams and others to
William Probst, property In the
Maplewood addition, $150.
County Court.
The sill of the late Engineer Fred
Hunter was probated in county -eourt
yesterday. He left all his property
to Lula E. E. White and named her
executrix. The instrument was dated
January 3.0,19,06, and witnessed by
If P. Sights, R. H. Rhodes, E. W.
Whittemore and A. T. White,
Police Court.
Charles Slaughter, charged with
setting up a game of chance, was
granted a continuance tins morning
In police court. The prosecution also
was not ready for the trial. Two oth-
er defendants were Joe Wood, col-
ored breach of ordinanceeand John
Dunn, breach of peace, both dismiss-
ed.
Merlage License.:
M. T. Galyeon to Lou Cook.
Ben Lloyd to Laura Lynn.
Suits Filed.
F. G. Rudolph, administrator of
Fred A. Hunter, against Henrietta
Hunter, et al., for the settlement of
the Hunter estate.
vicrukt OF SHARPERS.
Given AS Caws.. of Officials De-
faulting.
New Britain, Conn., Feb. 21. -
That Win, F. Walker, defaulting
treasurer of the Savings bank of New
Britain, was a victim of all kinds of
sharpers and disreputable brokers is
asserted in a statement trade public
WM. by W. H. Hart of the bank's
committee which was appointed to
straighten out the baak's affairs. Mr.
Hart denied that $180,000 of the
bank's securities had been lotted,
but. admitted that a few had been
traced. I can't give you names of
people or individual stocks or
schemes, continued M.% Hart, but I
can say safely that Walker was in
all kinds of wildcat speculations and
associated with a lot of sharpers. We
have followed no end of clues that
led to thin air. He dealt in Wall
street through disreputable brokers
and was caught in many other ways.
The Madera Way.
The Writer-I PPP you've goa my lat-
est book there. What do you think of
it?
The Reafier-Ole I've only had time
to read the hod few pages of it as yet.
MON TRADE REVIEW.
Big Car Order-Fall In l'ig
Weakens.
Cleveland, (k, Feb. 21.-The




Indications of a downward tendency
pig iron prices, noted last week.
are not now so strong. The position
of buyers of steel making Iron in in-
sisting upon a $20 quotation la still
firmly maintained, although necessity
sometimes compels a small purchase.
After an absenceof many months
from the market, the United Slates
'Steel Corpoiration has placed an or-
der aggregating 9,30if tons of ;ow
phosphorus pig iron for delivery in
June, Jelly and August.
The Rock Island and Freteo sye-
terns have ordered 10.0000 freight
cars from the American Oar and Foun
dry company, for delivery beginning
in April.
I There is no change In Mr E. Reh-
, 
acmes condition today. He remains
serious's sick.
the rniee whech retain dds swaMi, of
barbarism. Subscribe for The Sun.
A PILE OF SILVER
4U
Forks that were $2.50
Now $1
Table Spoons $2 to $3
Now $1
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2
Now 75c
Knives $2.00 to $3.00
Now $1
.0 Must B Quick
6E0.0. HART & SONS CO
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
FOR RENT-Warehouse or shop.
Second and Tennessee. Phone 122.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
CLO'IHES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 975.
FOR SALE-Four room house,
705 S. 12th. Ring 357 R.
ROOM and board, 408 Washington.
Old phone 250-0.
HORSE for sale. Bargain. George
Skelton, 817 South 5th St.
WANTED-Posieon as office girl.
.Ring old phone 2456.
FOR RENT-Furnished or unfur-
nished rooms. Apply The Inn, 317
N. 7th.
WANTED-To sell real etteap,
black mare in good condition. Apply
West Kentucky Coal Co.
FOR RENT- House $8 per
month; three blocks from P. 0. Ap-
ply 441 S. Sixth.
WANTED-Girls to room and
board, 212 South Fourth. Old phone
2122.
FOR SALE-Two horses and wag-
on. John T. Sherron, R. F. D. No. 2.
Phone 836.
FOR RENT-Nicely furnished
front rooms, all cone enlencee 837
Jefferson.
--esieleiST -on South Third street or
on South Third street car, one (-rose
and chain, G. L. V. on cross. Return
to Sun office.
mg-SALE-Five fresh milch cows
Old phones S67 and 789. S. B. Cald-
well,
FOR SALE-Shloon at corner of
Third and Washington, or 800 S.
Third street. Henry Heat.
FOR RENT- Newly furnished
front room with board in private
family. 414 Clark street. Phone
1166.
SEND your clothes to the Fault-
less Preening club, 30214 Broadway.
High & Browder, proprietors. Both
phones 1607. ,
FOR RE.-Two brick store
houseaeleleventh and Broadway, one
two-story brick, business house.
Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew-
ing company,
WANTED-A collector. Must be
well recommended and have a goon
team and buggy. Position will pay
one hundred dollars a month and
expense's, Address T. D. Claughton,
Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE-Or rent: South 5th
street residence, 18 rooms, water on
both floors. $2000 with terms, or
rent $20 per month. If. C. Hollins,
Real Estate and Rey:this, Truebeart
Bldg. Tel. 1187.
--Lifi87-Betereen my residence and
gouser's grocery, a pair of Minions
eye 'glasses Finder return to Mrs.
Moore, 830 South Fourth street,. and
receive reward.
SALE-31orth 12th -St. Run-
barrel hounes, three rooms, $600
,eadb. Rents Ist (in per month, T.10-
phone 127 fl Hollins. Real Estate
and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
LOTS on Salem avenue and vicini-
ty. Investment prices. H. C. Hollins._
Real Estate and Rentals, Traebeart
Bldg. TeL 127.
WANTED-1 wo young men to
travel and represent a well estab-
lished Chicago house. Experience
not necessary. Must come well rec-
ommended. Address J. E. Morgan,
Paducah, Ky., Gen. Del.
FOR REN"T-Two story five roots
residence on Jefferson street oa
street oar line, half block from Fouls.
thin avenue. Apply W. D. Greer or
C. E. Jennings.
WANTED-For t. 3. Army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 18 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speaks:- read
and write English. For information
apply to recruiting officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE-South Side residence
of five rooms eleven blocks from
Broadway, large shade trees, improv-
ed streets, having necessary out-
buildings, new and very desirable.
Price $1500 with terms. Inquire at
once. Telephone 127. H. C. Hollins,
Real Estate and Rentals, True:heart
Bldg.
FOR SALE-South Third street,
16 room house, two stories, frame,
between Clark and Adams, large
rooms, fronting brick street, concrete
sidewalks. Lot 72x173, including
stable and other out buildings. $4000.
Terms arranged. H. C. Hollins, Real
Estate, Trueheart Building, Tele-
phone 127.
FOR SALE-Fruit farm 62 acres
near McMinnville, Tenn., at $25 per
acre, gravel road all around place,
lake fed by never failing brook.small
residence, barn's, etc.. ready access to
city. Call telephone 127. H. C. Ho:-
lIns, Real Estate and Rentals, True-
heart Bldg. -
FOR SALE-Suburban -home of
live rooms with large grounds, quick
access to city, excellent for poultry
and gardens, two wells and all nee-
essary improvements. $1500 cash. H.
C. Hollitue Trueheart Bldg., Real
Estate and Rentals. Tel. 127.
1
 FOR SALE-North Side, close to
market house, excellent location for
boarding house,elght room residence,
'frame, upper and lower 
porches,backhalls, porcelain porch, two halls, bath, sew-
erage, newly painted, city and eta-
tern water. stables, etc, lot 50x173.
Woo. Terms, H C. Hollins, True-
heart Bldg., Telephone 127.
FOR SALE-West End residence
of five rooms, on lot fronting 100
feet with depth of 165 feet to elle.y,
having four cabinet mantle", private
sewerage, hot and cold water, porce-
lain bath, two large porches. finished
In hard wood. We are offering both
house and lot at a price lower than
the cost of the hour* alone. Anyone
seeking either a home or an invest-
talent will find It worth while to in-
vestigate this at once. $3,17,i0.
H. r.. tio"ins, Real Estate. and Ren-
tals, Trueheart Bldg. Tel. 127.
FOR SALE.
We have some chides'bushiest' ree.
perty, at low prices, that we ere of-
fering for quick gale.. If you are
looking for high clam. Investments
come to see is at once and let us
ellow von the property, Centeelly lo.
ented. H. C. Reel Estat4
,Trueheart Tilde, Telephone 127.
P %GE Slit.
REED SMOOT WINS, 1
RETAINING SEAT
Vote Was Almost TWB to One
In His Favor
River end Hmbore Bill Passes Sen-
ate With, Few Amendments
to Measure.
POSTOFFICE. NAVAL BUDGET
Washington. Feb. 21.— The four
years' contest against Reed Smoot-
being permitted to retain his seat as
senator front Utah was ended last
night by 42 of his co:lea-gates voting
to sustain him against 2k for the
resolution to unacet hen. Added to
this there were Is senators paired.
making the actual standing on the
resolution Si votes against it and 37
for et. Smoot himself did not vote
and Wetmore was absent and not
paired.
River Appropriations.
The senate passed the iiver and
harbor appropriation hill carrying
$92,000,472. Al: commi en amend-
ments were agreed to.
An appropriation of ;40,000 was
added for the harbor at Aleoma,Wis-
etinsin, at the suggeation. of Seuator
epooner. The total amount of this
project is to be ;100,000, exclusive
of the amount appropriated. McLau-
rin of Massissippl, made an effort ti
get an appropriation for the upper
Tombigbee ever, but, although he
presented several alternative propo-
sitions ranging in amounts from $1,-
500,000 to $200,000. the senate
would accept Done of them.
Poetoffiee Bill Passes House.
The pee-tonics. appropriation bill,
the largest ever reported by a corn-
metee on post officea and post road;
passed the house. All erovietene
Janne to increased pa' affecting 90
per cent of postal employes, which
yesterday were stricken oat on
points of order, were today restored
to the bill.
Points or order were a feature of
the day, .the battle over the prove
tons In the bill continuing through-
Out the session.
Naval Rill Passes Senate.
The naval appropriation b:11, car-
rying $100,027,807 was passed ie
the senate. All eommittee amend-
ments were agreed to.
Restore Canteens.
Washington. D. C., Feb. 21.—The
lest step in the &reclean of the Te-
storeticn of the army canteens upon,
government reservations ha, been tak-
hy the aPpropriatiens committee
of the house, wlech bed do011ined le
recommend the eontinuance of tha
prohibition against the expendier
of government appropeations in na-
tional homes ter disabled volunteer
saeliers selling intoxicating liquors.
The campaign the temperanae peo-
ple of the country made against tee
traffic in liquor on government prop-
erty remitted -ffrst In the stoppage of
the grog role of beer, etc., in the.
navy. Then the army posts and other
military reeervalliiiii were put under'
the ban. In 1904 congress decreed:
bat no pert of appropriations timed
for the aid of the state and territor- I
ete homes for volunteer soldiers.
142,,tild be apportioned to any teepee;















THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
Children's Novelties
In the Boys' Department we hive a host of  the new and dis-
tinctive novelties for children's wear. The Peter Pan and Bus-
ter Brown ties, especiallsy designed, are meeting with marked
favor in the east.
The new Peter
Pan Hat, too; see
that whtnvou call.
'• 1NE MANHATTAN "
Rueter Brown.
- THE i aaaTTAIlle
TIIi• W i lard.
asallaad111111111111MINEINIIIIk 
"THE MANHATTAN"






The Varsity and Telescope Hate, for  the older boys, are stcllish_
in the extreme. The shapes are snappy and new and show to
splindid, advantage  in the spring celorinrs—brown, pearl,
The firaceful New Styles  in
Boys' Wash Suits
Buddy Tucker.
,THE essential economy in buying Boys' Wash Suits ready-made is being
appreciated more and more each season. Careful mothers who take
pride in the _appearance of their children have learned by experience that al-
most for the bare cost of material they may provide wash suits that are
tasteftilly designed, skilfully made and up to the very minute in style. For
children from 2 1-2 to 7 years we have a splendid variety of styles, ranging
in price from 75c to $8.00.
We are safe in guaranteeing these suits to wash perfectly, since they
are shrunk and the _colors given a severe acid test as to color-fastness before
made up.c- They are sewed throughout with silk and linen thread, insuring
durability.
These illustrations show the most popular styles. The materials are
pure linen, pique, chambray, linen crash, Oxford cloth and Donnegal mesh.
The colors are dainty in the extreme, yet sensible---white, blue, tan, navy,.
pink, shepherd plaid and the new overplaid. The suits are either plain or
fancy trimmed, with or without collars, and have knickerbocker pants.
If you are interested in things of this sort, visit our Boys' Depart-
ment, on the second floor. You'll be welcome whether you buy or not. The







or not it might be





canteen where intoxicating liquors feliteSOCRI
were sod. The campaign triumphed
completely last year when the pro-
visien was 'Teel Led in the sundry
civil law.
JAI' SVC %BIRO\ AT HONOLULU.
Mikado's Visiting Sailors Get Rig Re-
ception at Hewaiian Port.
Honolulu Feb. 21.—The Japan( e
training squadron, consisting of the
eruieers 'Matsushima, I4 at id ate and
iteuktashime, arrived here today, At
Ile o'clock this morning Admiral
ITomika, from the flagship Matsu-
eibitna, communicated hia aeproach- by
!means of wirelme telegraphy. Rear
!Admiral Very replied. welcoming —You Any find a better place to
him, live by answering; at -tew furnieked
room %de
PROTECTS ITS NAME.
'Resolution Is Introduced to Put Stop
to Incorrect Pronounciation.
Jefferson gity, Mo., Feb.-21.71-7A
resolution am introduced in the
houee this Morales providing for the
prolate ',renew:elation of the name
Missouri. The resoluticu says the
name etiould be pronounced in three
syllables, end aecented on the second.
The vowel In the filet sae:able is short
"1," in the second syllable, long "0."
and in the third syllable short "1."
The "5" in the two syeables has the
sound of "Se* and eeteeZre-
Hundreds of aampans went out
side the harbor to greet. the squadron.
As the Japanese warships entered the
harbor a national Halide was fired.
The admirals then exchanged isaltitcs
and the Japanese vessels docked at
the naval wharf. At 1 o'clock offi-
cial visits were exrhanged. All the
shipping in the harbor er decorated
and American and Japanese flags are
floetIng everywhere. Five thousand
Japanese In holiday attire were on
the harbor front awaiting the aerleil
of the sqnedron. While the welcome
was demonstrative, It was riono the
less enthuteaele and hearty.
Oalle between the oflieera of the
squadron and Gov. Carter will be ex-
changed tomorrow. Much entertiiin-
tnent for officers and. met has been
Provided he both Americattit Mid
nneSe, cruisers have been paint
ed a lead ;color. After remalnine
bere a welkit the cruisers will proceed
TO A tistraaM
•
New York City is the terminal for
twenty-five railway
ICE NEN
SHOW UP WORSE AS FRAUDS
WITH THel WEIGHT.
New York Bureau Makes Report That
Indicate: Conectenceltex
S‘‘
New York, Feb. 21.—The bureau
of weights and nerieures, tcdey made
publec a report ef the operattone of
the bureau last Year. Systematised
treincilinu- In all lines Of !Hilliness is
being carried on by the use of fase
%%eights and measures, stud especially
Is there robbery of the poor. Out of
13.,705 testa muds. 2,75ei violations
Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, E'c. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal













JOHN WILHELM, Local circulator
Regieter Office, 523 Broadway
were r f erred -to the corporation coun-
sel ler proeeouticna, and of these 1,-
835 actually were found to be viola-
tions and were prosecuted under the
Law.
Of a.1 offenders the ice dealers
were the wore. Oat of 582 tests,
17e were found to be selling with
awindling weights. Butchers came
next in the percentage of swindlers.
-,vith 753 violations out of 3,720 teats,
and next in line were the fleh dealers
alt h 92 violations out of 320 tests.
The coal deakars were found, to be
swindling the public on the largest
scale. Out of 958 Imes, 78 dealers
were found giving short weight in
amounta varying from 50 Pounds to
425 pound. in the ton, and almost
_scale In Blehmend and Brook-
en was fouud to he out of blames.
The grocers came next in order Of
namters. Of the 15.130 inspectlosa
made, 453 were found to be cheating
tireir customers. Next In order matte
the poultry dealers, with about the
same proportion. •
Republicans Win,
'Philadelphia, Pa.. Feb 21.--Phlt-
acielphis today stood trne, to her old-
time prediction for party regularity
and eiected John K. Beybuen, epub-
lican, mayor, over William Potter,.
city party candidate, by a majority.
which, will probable reach N.000.
Hugh Black, Repuhllean etvedidate,
for receiver of taxes, was elected caret
Frank:it S. Edmonds by n•bout
same figures.
Deacon Clovertop-- How am, you
ifeetin. on with' your Incubator! !Par-
tner Meddergrase —Why, the d•riti
tilting ballet litel an egg AN(' I got
iteeephilattephia Beet:1r
Lawmakers.
Men are not vent to legislature to
foist their own petty schemes Of
morals upon the peope. They stone'
represent not "therneelves but, the
communities which elect them. in-
eluding those voters who east their
ballots against them. 'Cute this idea
is entertained to a greater extent
than It seems to be at present, we
may expect a continuance of freak
hills. It is an axiom of government
diet Yoe laws are no better than the
people who make them. But it very
often happens that the lawmakers
are not so good or 90 sensible as the
People who elect them.— Kansas
Oity Journal.
"Do yeti reways have cards when
you call?" "No, sometimes I leave an
unearella."—Judge.
stallaisigr \111110111111111111111111111•111mgp
To  Save Money
COOK WITH GAS
To Save More Money
Buy your Gas Stove between now
and March 1. On that date the prices
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Catarrh
Catarrh is nothing but a rheurna-:
fans of the mucus membranes; it is
cured by the same drugs which cure
rheumatism elsewhere," writes Alex-
ander Haig, A. M., M. D. Oxon.
That is, according to the above
world-famous authority on the causes
of disease, catarrh, like rheumatism,
is due tsp uric acid and is cured only
by the medicine which removes the
brie acid.
Uric acid is a waste product of
your body and which your blood
carries to the kidneys to be expelled.
This, however, your blood cannot
always properly do. If the mucus
membrane is chilled, the uric acid
farms tiny crystals, resembling grains
of fine sand. Millions of these little
grains lodge in the delicate mucus
membranes and constantly irrifate
them, causing mucous discharges,
just as a grain of sand in your eye
would cause tears.
Local applications, douches, gar-
gles, sprays, etc., are absolutely
useless in catarrh, because they can-
not reach the actual seats of the uric
acid deposits.
LIFE P LA N1 is just such a 'med- I
icine as is above spoken of by Dr.
Haig, as being the cure for rheuma-
tism, catarrh, and all other, diseases
due to utic acid. ' LIFE PLANT
dissolves and removes every trace of
uric acid. If you have Catarrh, take
LIFE PLANT at once.—Grateful
letters from relieved sufferers reach
our offices -every c15.y. Read this:
After a siege of ten years of that dread disease, I
Catarrh of the head, and failure of all other treat-
rients, I was induced to try Life Plant. The first
/Jule save relief, and, when I had taken two more,
Ins free from and cured of Catarrh.
FRED. KNAUS, Dennison, Ohio.
Whatever your trouble may be,
write your symptoms fully to I. J.
Mizer. M. D., President of the Life
Plant Co., Canton, 0., and get his
personal advice free. Our helpful
took—GOOD HEALTH—mailed
free on request.
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton, 0.
A Literal Kentuckian.
Two Northerners, traveling in the
mountains of Kentucky, had gone
for hours ,and flours without seeing
sign of life. At last they came to
cabin in a clearing. The hogs lay
In their dirt holes, the thin cleybank
'mule graeed round and round in a
elrele to save the troub:e of walking,
and one lank man, whose clothes
were the color of the claybank mole,
, leaned against a tree and let time
roll by.




The native shifted- his quid and
grunted.
"Lived here all your life?"
The native spat pensively in the
dust. "Nat yit," he said languldhe
—Under the Spreading Chestnut
Tree," in Deerybody's Magazine for
October,




Painless, and uot Irwin
gent or poi- .moue.
Solid by lsragessa,
or mei in 'lain tvrar,t
be eaprees prepaid. I
,.r *0 "5
Sour &mac
"I need Carrarets and feel like a new man. I have
been a sufferer from dyspepsia and sour stomach
for the last two years. I have been taking medi•
eine and other drugs, but could find no relief r.,nly
for a abort Stine. I will recommend cascarets to
my friends its the only thing for 'nth/motion and
soar stomach and to keep the bowels In good con.
dittos. They are very ntee to eat."
Marry Stackley, Mauch Chunk, Pa.
Best For
The Bowels
Pleasant, Palatable, Poems, Taste Good, Do Good,
Raver bitten. Weaken or Orlon, lee. Mc, Me. Never
sold 5,1k, Th. gen ..:ne tablet stamped C C C.
(guaranteed to core or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 5,9?
• ANNUAL SALE TEN MILUON BOXES
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TAN-AND CANCHALAGUA
Poe the complete cure of Coughs. Colds,
Apthtne, and insect:ills tnt all Lung ccm-
tlein ,•teadiug to Consumt.tron, Li.torw•et.
Ti and Wild Cls•rry have for ages main-
tained an established I-Militia:re spa standard
cr ugh Remedy. It contain. no °pinta or harm.
tot drug. eau he given with safety to children.
Price Ii 00. Sold by *Ivey & List.
11111tia rn M'f'g Co., ',tops Clevelan,1, D.
)1°17'8 PENNYROYAL PILLS
Sold
Sole wod relletbie, they
overcome swee.knose. In-
crease visor, banish pain*.
No remedy enemas OR.
MOTTS PENNYROYAL PILLS
Sold by Druggist+ and Dr Mmts
Chemical Co., Cie+ eland, Ohio.
Psy livey a: List.
KILL THE C • UCH
AND CURE THE,_ LUNCS
" Dr. King's
New Discove
FOR COUGHS and see aux*OLDS tree Trial.OPSUMPTION Price
ea -
Surest ,ad Quickest Cure far till
THROAT end MING TIIOLIE-
L11.8, or INIOtLEY BACH.
H E OnOntlesliAii/Aw
Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
Author of "The Circle." Etc.




Ills silence was disconcerting. Re
heard her stir agent.
"You will think it seraege," she ne-
gat) once more. Then quite suddenly
she checked and eautrolled her voice.
"You must forgive me for what I am
goiug to say," she added in a com-
pletely different tone, “but crystal gaz-
ing is such au illusive thing. Directly
you put your hands moll the table I
felt" that there would he no result, but
I wouldn't admit the defeat. Women
are such keen anglers that they can
never acknowledge that any fish, how-
ever big, has slipped tile book." She
laughed softly.
At the sound of the laugh Lotter shift-
ed his position for the first time. He
could not have tokl why, but it *truch
him with a slight sense of confusion.
A precipitate wish to rise and pass
through the doorway into the wider
spaces of the conservatory came to
him, though lie made no attempt to net
upon it. He knew that, for some inex-
eplicable reason, dee woman behind the
screen had lied to him—in the eoutrole
lug of her speech, in her change of
voice. There had been cue moment iu
which an' impulse or an emotion had al-
tuost found voice; then training, in-
stinct, or it migbt have been diplomacy,
bad conquered, .and the moment had
passed. There was a riddle in the very
atmosphere of the place—and he abom-
inated riddles.
But Lady Astrupp was absorbed in
her own concerns. Again she changed
her postitio.u, and to Leder, listening
attentively. it seemed that she leaned
forward and examined his hands
afresh. The sensation was so acute
that be withdrew them Involuutarily.
Again there was a confused rustle.
The crystal ball' rolled from the table,
and the seer laughed quickly. Obeying
a strenuous Impulse, Loder rose.
lie had no definite notion of what he
expected or what he must avoid. He
was only conscious that the r)avilion,
with its silk draperies, its scent of
musk and its intolerable secrecy, was
no longer endurable. He felt cramped
and confused iii mind and muscle. Ile
stood for a second to straighten his
limbs; then he turned and, moving di-
rectly forward, passed through the
portiere.
After the dimness of the pavilion the
conservatory seemed comparatively
bright, but without waiting to grow
accustomed to the altered light he
moved onward with deliberate haste.
The long green alley was speedily
traversed. In his eyes it no longer
possessed greenness, no longer suggest-
ed freshness or repose. It was simply
a means to the end upon which his
mind was set.
As he passed up the flight of steps he
drew his rings from his pocket and
slipped them on again. Then 'he step-
ped into the glare of the thronged cor-
ridor.
Some one hailed him as he passed
through the crowd, but with Chilcote's
most absorbed manner he hurried on.
Through the door of the supper room
he caught sight of Blessington aud
Eve, and then for the first time his
expression changed, and he turned di-
rectly toward them.
"Eve," be said, "will you excuse me?
I have a word to say to Blessiugton."
She glanced at him in momentary
surprise; then she smiled in her quiet.
self possessed way.
"Of course."41'she said. "I've been
wanting a chat with Millicent Gower,
but Bobby has required so mach enter-
taining"— She smiled again, this time
at Bleasington, and moved away to-
ward a pale girl in green who was
standing alone.
Inatautly she had turned Loder took
Bleseington's aria.
"I know you're tremendously busy,"
he _began in an excellent imitation of
t'etilcote'm hasty ininner—"I know
you're tremendously ftitY. but I'm in a
fix." One glance at Blessingtotes
healthy. ingenuous face told him that
plain speaking was the method to
adopts
"Indeed, sir?" In a moment Bless-
lugton was on the alert,
"Yes. And I—I want your help."
The boy reddened. That Chilcote
should appeal to him stirred him to an
uneasy feeling of pride and uncertain-
ty. - " •
Loder tore his advantage and pressed
it home. "It's come about through this
crystal gazing bush:lege I'm afraid I
didn't play my part—rather made an
ass of myself. I wouldn't swallow the
and--and I.ady Astnipp"- - Ile
plumed, measuring Blesaington with a
glance. "Well, my dear boy, you—you
know what women are!"
Bloomington wan euly twenty-three.
Ile reddened again and assumed an
air of profundity. "I know, sir," be
ash, with a shake of the head.
lettere; sense of humor was keen,
but be kept I grave Nee. "1 knew
you'd catch my meaning. But I want
you to do something more. If Lady
Astrupp should ftek you who was in
bar tent this past ten minutts. I wails
you"— Again he stopped, looking at
his eompanlonai face.
"Yes, OW
"I weneyou to tell an Immaterial lie
for rue."
Bleenineton retuaned lift glance; then
he laughed a little uncomfortably.
"But surely, sir"—
"She reeOgnieed me, you mean'!"
teeter**. era Were as keen as Iteel.
"'Veg."
"..Theu ,)keere e tele; Slit' tililit't," •
t Blessington's eyebrow's went up.There nets silence. . Lotior glanced
,ncross the room. Eve had parted from
the girl in green and was moving to-
ward them, exehanging smiles and
greetings as she came.
-My wife is coming back." he said.
"Will you do this for me, Blessington?
It-')it will smooth things." Hs spoke
quickly. continuing to watch Eve. As
he hail hoped, Bleeelngton's eyes turn-
ed In the same direction. "'Twill
smooth matters," hi. repeated- "smooth
them in—in a domestic way that Is
Lane explain."
The shot 'told. BlessIngton looked
round..
"Rh:she Mr," he said. "You may
leave it to me." And before Lotter
could speak again he had turned and
disappeared into the crowd.
(To be Conttneed.)
Willie wailed ased Winnie wheez-
ed, while Wintry winds whined
weirdly. Willie wrigeed while Win-
nie whew, el wretchedly. Wisdom
whispers winter wmds work wheez-
es. Whereiore we write, "Use Kenne-
dy's Laxative Cough syrup." Nothing
else so good. Sold by Lang Bros.
Getting Around It.
Dr. F. A. McCook, the famous
mountaineer said of mountain climb-
ing, at a dinner in (Brook:en: .
"Peaks that seem inaccessible may
be climbed by turns and twists, Mona
tam n climbing is a question of getting
around thet bad places. Getting
around yourdifficnIty—that Is the se-
cret of mountain etimbing.
"Liszt, the great musecian, had the
ability to get around things. Hence
I am sure he'd have made 7 It good
mountaineer.
"Once at a dinner "Leett's hostess
cried in a horrified voice that there
were 'thirteen at table.
" 'Don't let that alarm you, madam'
said Liszt, with a reassuring smile.
'I'll eat for two.' "—Minneapolis
Journal.
Piles of people have Piles. Why
suffer from piles when you can use
DeWitt's. Carbolized Witch Hazel
Salve and get relief. Nothing else so
good.. Beware of imitations. See that
the name is stamped on each bcx.
Sold by Lang Bros.
Spoiled Joke.
An Arkansas man desiring cure
his son of a foolish belief in ghosts,
rigged himself up in a sheet with the
Idea of first searing the youth and
then laughing at him. The plan was
only part !sal y successful. The young
man was seared, but not so badly
that he could not reach for a shotgun
and 5:1 the paternal joker full of bird
$ihot, thus spoiling the proposed clim-
ax of the plot. The episode will be
of no particular value to the Society
for Phyehiaal Research, but it may be
suggestive to people who have • a
fancy frig' playing ghost .—Chicagb
Chronicle.
All headaches go









It is estimated that from Jatietaxe. 1
to September 1, 1900, a total of 9,-
Se5 tons of toes were sent from Ger-
many to title United States, as against
8.716 tons fo* the same period the
previous year.
Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.,
Gold Shell Crowns $3.50




Out this coupon out and bring
it with you, It is worth $1.00.
Each person ie limited to one
coupon for each job of plate or






Million Granted in the nitel
States Since 1896
In Two Decades Just Preceding Only
Quarter of Million Suits Were
MORE IN CITY THAN COUNTRY
Washington, Feb. 21.—ln the 20
years from 1886 to 1906 there have
been 1,000,000 divorces granted in
the United States or 50,000 annually,
according to the preliminary eat -
mate of the bureau of census just
made public. Philadelphia, the a:-
leged slow-going cliy, shows a great-
er increase than Chicago, which in
the public mind has the reputation of
being a divorce city. Even Boston is
1
showing greater increases than Si111-
cego. .
The estimates of the bureau indi-
cate that the number of applications
for divorce filed throughout the
United States during the 20-year pe-
riod from 1887 to 1906 will reach
the enornious total of 1,400,000. It
Is estimated that three-fourths of the
applications- hacie been granteiewhich
brings the number of divorces to the
1,000,000 mark.
In the 20-year period from 1867
to 1886 for which divorce statistics
were secured, the total number of
divorcee was 328.000.
On their face the figures indicate
a stupendous increase, but when the
ratio they bear to the population is
considered, it iA not so greaethough
still large enough to warrant the se-
rious consideration or Abe American
people. Upon the basis of the aver-
age annual population of each pe-
riod, it appears that the number of
divorces in the first period was 33
per 100,000 of population for the
whole United States, and approxi-
mately 70 per 100,009 for the sec-
ond period. It is estimated, there-
fere, that for the whole country di-
vorces have more than doubled.
There is a striking difference in
eite reports of divorce applications
sr
and divorces for cities and those for
the country. In the case of Chicago,
for example, the numberiaf divorees
granted front 1e67 to , 1886 wee
8126. The records thus fat transcrib-
ed for the second 20 year ported
show 43,658 application of which
31,785 were granted.
It Is estimated that the total num-
ber of applications will be 50.000,or
which 36,000 have been granted.
Upon the basis of the average an-
anal population, divorces in Chicag i
during the first period numbered 73
per .100,000, while they increased to
107 per 100,000 for the second pe-
riod.
Chicago's increase is not nearly so
great as that of Philadelphia, where
the average number increased from
22 per 100,000 for the fist period to
63 per 100,000 for the second period.
Boston is passing Chicago in the rate
of increase, which has gone up from
40 to G3. The statistics for New
York have not yet been compiled.
Very Likely.
Virginia — So they are finally di-
voreed. How about the child?
Harold—Oh, the child got the custody
Of the mother, I believe.
Using His Friends,
When Thomax A. Edison was liv-
ing to Menlo Park a. veetor from
New York said to him one day:
"By the way, your front gate needs
repairing. It was. all I could do to
get it, open. You ought to have it
trimmed, or greased, or something."
Mir, Edison laughed.
"Oh, no " he said. "Oh. no."
'"Why not?" asked the visitor.
"Because," was the reply. "evete -
one wile comes through [bar gate
pumps two'buckets of water into the
tank on the roef."—New, York Trib-
une.
The pearl fishery of Geylon'; leased
by thal British gevernffinnt; Itivolved
etpealliture of forty A721,5110 haat




of the day, made entirely of native
medicinal roots and without a drop of
.alcohol in its composition, is known as
DR. PIERCpS
GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY.
T,here are no secrets about its com-
position --- all its ingredients being
printed on the bottle-wrappers.
The "Golden Medical Discovery"
not only builds up the strength of
the feeble, debilitated, languid,
nervous and easily fatigued, wheth-
er young or aged, but it enriches
and purifies the blood, thus making
the improvement lasting.
It corrects and overcomes indi-
gestion, dyspepsia, biliousness, tor-
pid liver, chronic diarrhea and
kindred derangements of the stom-
ach, liver and bowels.
Bronchial, throat and laryngeal
affections, attended with hoarseness,
persistent cough, and all manner of
catarrhal affections are cured by the
"Golden Medical Discovery."
In Chronic Nasal Catarrh, it is
well to cleanse the nasal passages
out freely with Dr. Sage's Catarrh
Remedy fluid while taking the
"Golden Medical Discovery" a a
constitutional treatment. Old ob-
stinate cases of catarrh yield to this
thorough course of treatment.
Through enriching and purifying
the blood, the "Discovery" cures
scrofulous affections,- also blotches,
pimples, eruptions, and other ugly
affections of the skin. Old, open.,
running sores, or ulcers, are healed
by taking the "Golden Medical Dis-
covery" internally and applying
Dr. Pierce's All-Healing Salve as
a local dressing. The Salve can
he had of druggists, or will be sent
by return mail on receipt of so
cents in stamps. Address Doctor
Pierce as below for it.
In short "Golden Medical Dis-
covery" regulates, purifies and in-
vigorates the whole system and thus
cures a very large range of diseases.
The reason Why it cures such a
varied list of diseases is made clear
in a little booklet of extracts from
the leading medical authorities,
compiled by Dr. R. V. Pierce, of
Buffalo, N. V., and which he will
be pleased to send post-paid and
entirely free to any who send him
their names and addresses.
You can't afford to accept a sub-
stitute of finkfuntm composition
for ,this non-secret MEDICINE OF
KNOWN COMPOSITION. -
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con-
stipation. Constipation is the cause of
many diseases. Cure the cause and you
cure the disease. One "Pellat" is a
gentle laxative,- and twos mild cathar-
tic. Druggists sell them, and nothing
is "just as good." They are the original
Little Liver Pills first put up by old
Pr. Pierce over 40 years ago; Much
imitated, but never equaled. They are
title sugar -coated granules— easy to
take as candy.
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser (1000
_pages) is sent free on receipt of 21 one-
cent stamps (to cover cost of mailing)
for paper-covered, or 31 stamps for
cloth-bound copy. Address Dr. Pierce
Its above.
WITH THE EletilNIOS.
The experiences of this expedition
coutirm the statement that it is the
practice of the Eskimo to change
their habitations with the move-
ments of game. As is well known.
the Franklin expedition perished cf
starvation on thls very island be-
cause there was no game. In Oc-
tober, 19413. Aniuntisen's party kill-
ed Me deer, and on the 295h of the
month the Eskimo made their ale
peaeame. They were of teree tribee,
and came from different quarters;
the Ogluli from the main American
coast, the Netchilli from the west
coast, and the Itchnachtorvik room
file ca-st (-oast of Boothia Land.
While relations with the Itchnaclito-
neke were -generally satisfactory, yet
In the spring of 196-i test native-,;
sadly ietsrfered with Amundecn7s
field work by stealing his food eat-h-
es en the Doothian coast The og-
lull and Netchilli were most friendly,
many of the latter camping with him
during the darkest part of the winter
of 1901-5. At study was made of
their language and customs, which
should be Interesting, and which en-
abled him to utilize them in various
ewe.- -Amundsen's Trip— Century.
Use a 1:ttle •ItTiDilfp'ier your
meals and It will be round, to afford
a prompt and efficient relief. KODOL
nearly approximates the digestive
Juices. It digests what you eat. It is
sold on ae ruaraeteed relief plan.









House wiring, electric plants installed.
,Complete machine shop.
132.134 N. Pourtis St. Phi:Ansa '787
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—





REMOVED TO THURD AND
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
nod Lila:nil' Work a :specialty.
NEW STATE hOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and best hotel in the city.
RateS $2..04r. Two large sample
retinue -Bath rooms, Electric Ligets.








Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT, Master
EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collectee




Evansville and Paducah Packets.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Padueah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.e0. Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharps., daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect front Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed .
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler,"City Pass. Agent. at
Fowler-Crumbaugh et Co's. office.





FANNIE, 317-311Inatvay, N NADITIIII
27 Colleges in 16 States POSITIONS Mg
tired or money REPIINDAD Also teach ea
Cataloroe will convince you It'.
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ruary 19 and pastes Pa-
ducah February 21.
The Peters Lee leaves
Cincinnati February 20
and passes Paducah Feb-
ruary 23.





List of new subscribers added try
the East Tennewses Telephone Com-
pany today:
11 7- ---Tr3irilibritOr OniCe7—E: , %-
emit and Kentucky avenue,
2253—Ke1iey, E. H., 1246 Broad-
way.
1731-4—Hester, A. S., Res, R. P.
D. No. 1.
1131-5—Grimes, R., Res. ft. F. D.
No, I.
1673—Webb, W. M., 1021 Hus-
bands.
We Mason tbs ...Icy over 1,000 sub-
scribers or five times as many as the
indepeartent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
Place a telephone In your mutants.
It the same rate the Independent corn
piny is supposed to charge, and pre-
vide in additio5, long distance facill:
ties which will enable you to reach
flftrilitClion people from you
home.
Call 100 for twiner Information
at- -,-
PA011 inme.
President Proposes to Squeeze Some
Water Out of Their Capital Stock
Washington, D. C., Feb. 21.-•Pres- rather than by a letter to congress on
ident Roosevelt has decided not to
Wilk until the tiext session to inau-
gurate the second part of his railroad
legislation program. He has alreadN
taken steps to iay the groundwork for
the enactment of a law intended to
check at er-eapItabization and water
mg of railroad stocks.
When he made up his mind $o visit
Harvard he told his friends there that
he would make a brief and informal
talk---just a that between Harvard
men,
the interstate commerce commission's
estimate as at first panned. He is
tremeadously interested, and is de-
voting much time to studying its var-
ious phases. He is conferring with
members of the interstate commerce
commission and with members of the
senate and house who are well - in-
formed on the details of the financial
operations of railroads.
He tells his friends that there is
no occasion for :egitimate investors
to feel alarmed over his plans for new
S:nee then he has decided to deity- 'railroad legislation, which will
er a rather elaborate speech. In it etreligthen the rate law. The presi-
the president owel reply to the recent
speech in Nee York of Representa-
tive McCall of ,Massachusetts. at-
tacking the administration's central-
isation policy.
It is possible that the president
may launch his next railroad program
in 9. series of speeches to the public
dent wants to impart more stability
to railroad securities by taking it out
of the power of the magnates, to water
them to their hearts' content. All re-
strictions upon the handling of raii-
roa& stocks will be directed toward
future operations so that present val-
ues will not be disturbed.
ENOUGH SAID.
"Have you met him •ocially?"
"Dear me, no; only in a business way. He married my daughter."
END IN SIGHT,
Religious (erntroversy In France
Nlay Re Settled Soon.
Paris, Feb. 21.-7Following the ap-
proval of the chamber of deputies
last night of the government's church
and state policy, negotiations between
31. DeSelves, the perfect of the Seine,
and Mgr. Amiette. coadjutor arch-
bishop of Paris. on the subject of the
contracts for the lease of the churches
were resumed today.
The newspapers unanimously rec-
oguize the completeness of Education
Minister Briand's triumph, but some
of the Republican organs, while ad-
mitting the necessity of ending the
religious controversy, are plainly dis-
contented hetauee entails negotia-
tions with the eecleilastical author!-
tie.-
The moderates and o-oneervatives




('hosen to Succeed Harper at Univer-
sity of Chicago.
Chicago Feb. 21.-Harry Pratt
Jilison, who has been ailing press:-
dent of the Dniversity of -Chicago
s:nee the death of William R. Har-
per. nearly two )ears ago. was unan-
1molli0- elected president of the in-
stitution today hr the board of trus-
tees at their regular monthly meet-
ing. John I). Rockefeller, who is a
member of the Ixorde was unable to
be present, hut he sent a letter to,
the other trustees. in which he stated
his preference for Prof Judson.
CARNEGIE LIBRARY "NOTES.
The Carnegie library will be closed
on the 22nd in eeletration of Wash-
ington's birthday.
The Washingtonian beretins were
placed on exhibition a,, the library
today and can be seen there at any
time.
-The Engineering News" has been
added to the periodieals at the library.
NOTICE TO INVESTORS.
If you are in the market for real
cerate, watch our offers from time to
time in the Want Columns. We have
a Hat of choice property and close at-
tention to our adiertieed holdings
will be worth your while. If you do
not see what you want in our adver-
tised list, inquire at the office or call
Telephone 127. H. C. Hollins, Real
Estate, Tnieheart Bldg.
Anti-Saloon Agitation.
At Lone Oak, flve miles front Pa-
ducah on the Broadway road an
"Anti Saloon league" has been form-
ed with the Rev. W. J. Naylor, pasevetor of the Methodist church at
lame Oak, president and Prof. K.
Rudolph, a well known young
school teacher, secretary. The object
of the organization is to work against
saloons in McCracken county.
NOTICE.
Owners of proolorty ease of 13th
etreet, south 'if Clay and north* of.
Adam., hooing houses,, of four or five
room% may lind a readYeparclooter for
-each propeay by telephoning number
127. II. C. Rolling, Trneheart Bldg.
Te:ephone service for tesidence
Costs $11? a year In Vienna.




Cairo .  23.4
Chattanooga ..   4.7
Cincinnati   18.0
Evansville   15 2
Florence  3.5
Johnsonville   6.8
Louisville --------7.0
Mt. Carmel  6.2
Nashville .........10.5
Pittsburg  . 5.5
St. Louis  11.7



























the ways repairs are being
hurried up on the Clyde so that
steamer can get back into the Ten-
nessee river trade which has been
handled by the Memphis for several
mont ha.
The towboat Eagle left last night
for St. Louis with two barges of
logs.
The T. H. Davie will get away ear-
ly tomorrow morning fresh front the
ways and in A, No. 1. trim,
Saturday the Patton will arrive
from Chattanooga ane probably will
continue in the Paducah and Chat-
tanooga trade, previously handled by
the Joe Wheeler.
The Kentucky will arrive tonight
from the Tennessee river.
With a big load from Paducaiothe
City of Memphis last night had to go
to Jalapa after two car loads of
freight. to Brookport after another
car load, and across the river after
1500 sacks of corn, making the trip
out of here last night one of the big-
gest in months. It was 4 o'clock this
morning before the Memphis got
away.
One inch of snow fell last night
and the rainfall preceding the 'mow
was .16 inches.
The t-rot Fowler. got away with a
good trip this morning from Cairo
The Birmingham will leave today
for the Tennereseem river after ties.
Snow was little expected on the
river front and when the employes
of the dry docks and marine ways
awoke to see their work covered
with toe beautiful, something differ-
ent than exclamations of delight
were heard. The snow does not stick
much in the streets but on the piles
of lumber and boats itremains where
It is least wanted. The river fret: only
0.4 in the last 24 hours, leaving the
river at a stage of 15.3. If the snow'
is general, it may check the falling
rivers.
Owing to the generally mild win-
ter, speculation is going on among
the river Men as to where the water
to make the spring rise will come
from. There is some snow in the
mountains but not the usual fall.
Heavy and general rains will be
necessary to bring the river up to a
high stage.
Activity In the winter quarters of
the different boats harboring around
Paducah becomes acute today. The
Gray Eagle of the Leyhe fleet will
leave next week for St. Louis to _en-
ter the Cape Girardeau and St.LOuis
trade. The other, .Eagle packets will
leave between now and the first
week in March. Ice has disappeared
from the Mississippi river at St.
Louis and unless route unexpected
change in the weather comes, all
the boats will resume operations.
When the Memphis left for the
Tennessee river early this morning.
a crew was on board to go to the
City of WWI° at Danville to bring
that packet out. They came over by
rail last night. The Saltillo will go
on up the Tennessee river after a
trip and will then come out for St.
Lou is.
The City of Savannah. the twin-
boat of the Saltillo, is still on the




Indlgsant Playerieht it., leadjug behind the scene's). eCtinfound it. 111 y obreolutely murdered thepiece"'
Leading Actor. ' lerrolou me, hut I think the foul play Is poseur'
Higher Than Ever
You are aware of the fact
that cotton and linen are ad-
vancing. Every day we re-
ceive quotations of a big
jump in the raw material. 
Now in the face of all this
we give you an opportunity
to buy at a price far below
value. We bought before 
the rise and will sell at the
lowest. Below are a few
things you need, so come 
Friday and Saturday. ::
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21.
CELEBRATE AT OGILVIE'S
Friday, February 22, and the Day After
WE will add joy to the day by giving you somegood things to wear at prices that will make
you happy.
Not only do we claim to surprise you in the way
of bargains, but you will be equally surprised upon a
visit to find so many new and pretty things being
shown.
It's really a treat to see such new and pretty
things in waists, both silk, lawn and net; new belts,
new combs, new bags, new gloves, new trimmings of
all descriptions.
Pay a visit to Ogilvie's and be happy.
Pr 
Damask, Napkins, Glasgow Linen
and Ginghams
DAMASK
5 l'ieces 66 in. Mercerized Table Damask, the regular iSe grade: 49Cwill be sold Friday and Saturday Ott yard.
5 Pieces 63 in Mercerized Table 'Ilan:mak', the regulailargrade:
will be sold Friday and Saturday per yard. 
NAPKINS
Napkins tb match the damask in beautiful patterns, extra 
$1 39size, a regular $2 grade; Friday and Saturday per dozen
36 In. CILASCIOW LINEN
21 Pieces 36 in. genuine Glasgow Linen (slightly imperfect. our 
 10Cregular 15c grade, Friday and Saturday, per yard,, 
OINOHAMS
1 Case of extra fine quality Apron Ginghams. This gingham is well
worth Sc per yard, but we have decided to make a run on It
Friday and Saturday at, per yard .......   6C_
I case new Ginghams for shirts and dresses, an extra good 121cquality at same old price, per yard
FRENCH OINOHAMS
Extra quality fine French Ginghams in new plaids, fancy
checks and black and white, exceptional quality, per yard 35c
ALL LINEN
5 Pieces 26 in. All Linen for dresses, a grad' Is i cheap at
Friday and Saturday, per yard 
...... 38e
MANY OTHER 13;eROAINS




have you ever stopped to think what was necessary to get a goodpiece of black goods-a dress or skirt that will always be black and
that will give perfect satisfaction?
First-You must buy from a house that has a reputation.
Second ''You must buy from a place that carries only "high-class
dyed blacks."
All these requirements are at Ogilvie's, for we have a reputationfar and near on our black goods.
The season has many new weaves which will prove popular forwear and style.
Here are a few things that are to be relied upon in our Black
GJods Department:
42 in. Thalia (new). $1.25
42 in. Lancia (new). -  #1.00
42 in, Herta (new).. $1.00
"-` Piald.doiible Satin,
(very new) 
14 in. Primo (new)  
44 in. Novita__  .....
New Voiles, Serges, Panama Cloths, etc. All these materials areespecially adapted for separate skirts and dressy dresses. -
New Colored Dress Goods
All the season's newest things are here-light colored checks andplaids in Panama and Voiles. New materials of every description forboth suits and skirts are here
New silks, lace robes and net dressee.
A Department That is
Worth a Visit.
5,000 yards of Embroidery in Swiss, lawn and nainsook, all match patterns.
Never before has such a quantity of real desirable embroidery been sacrificed atsuch a price. These goods are worth now from 15c to 30c a yard, but Fridayand Saturday for choice_




In Ogilvie's Suit Department
Are being shown the newest creations in Suits, Skirts, Jackets, etc.
Remember our styles are exclusive and are from the center of the
stylish world, made by the best people in the tailoring trade. Suits
in silk or wool that you can feel well dressed in range in price from
$25 to $50. Skirts that are new and man tailored range in price
from $5.98 to $20. Spring Jackets that are nobby and new range
in price from $5 to $15. Lace coats, silk underskirts, evening
wraps are now being shown in this department.




Are the days to
buy
Toilet Articles








on the way to
Official Foments.
The Ohio front Evansville to Cai-
ro, will continue falling during the
next several days..
The Tenneeseefrpm Florence to
the mouth, will faTIllowly or remain
stationary during the next two days.
The Mississippi at Chester. will
fall' tonight. From Cape Girardeau
to Cairo will continue elain Oaring
the next 12 to 24 hones, then fall.
The Wainoth at Mt. Carmel will
remain nearly stationary or rise
slightly during the next 24 to 36
hours
Molorie Choir, as he called himself,
his real name being alelehoir, riled in
Seettie recently, a bachelor, and left
$150,0e1s), all of wbich It, to ho ex-
pended. 'according to the 14,5-page
will he left. In the erection of a mail
soleum,
"How nigh did he climb?" "Dat
ain•t de question How fur he fedi IP
what he can't make out. He didn't
have time ter measure de distance
oondre down."- -Atlanta Constitu-
tion.
In Loudon there she 711,000 mu-
nicipal einpimesoin Enghind genet.-
Lally there iliiivelese span 3,000,000.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer-E. C. Edmleten, Cincin-
nati; L. R. Millar, Chicago; F. H.
McCrea, Atlanta, Ga.; F. H. Kube
Chicago; C. F. 13alcer, Toledo. 0.; W.
Y. Clifton, St. Louis; F. 31. Edwards,
Beloit, Wire; J. E. Williams, Ripley,
Tenn., M. J. Motsch, St. Louis: H. R.
Boveend, Of ansville; J. L. Smith,
Kuttawa; N. F. Moss, 1.40U113VIIIV; J.
L. Rierbrauer, Chicago; N. W. Scott.
iNew _York; •R. ii, Young, Morgan-
ifeid.
, Delvedere--R. Bloom. Memphis; J.
0. Connor. New York; I. L. Morgan,
Vienna, 111.; S. T. Thomas, Roches-
ter, N. Y.; E. A7.- Cooley, Evaneville;
W. C. Dodds, Peoria, IM.; F. B. Hines,
Albion. lie; 0. Is Anderson, St.
Louis,
New Richmond --K. T Daty, Cot-
tage Grove; C. B. Perry. Henderson:
Edward Slayden, Poplar Bluff, Moe.:
W, L. Englend, Memphis; .h F. Mors-
hem, /time; G. W. Featherston, May-
held; J. V. Watkins, Pinckneyville,
III.; 'Robert Casey, Cadiz: H. D. Vey-
to. Somme Ilk: R I,. Word, Metrop-
olis, 111.: Sam MoElya, Wickliffe; E.
G. Inranche Nashville.
The flret milestone out of the City
of leindon on the (heat 'Eastern road
to Co,choeter is to to • Mined in SO
tap-room of Is beer &Mose in the
whitechapel road, Probably the
ih?us• wee built over tlhe Moue.
Of the boy workers in Loholon, "Take my seat, madam." "I thanknewsboys are the healthiest; barb-you, sir, but I. get off here, too." -era' boys the most unhealthy. Chicago Tribune.
Purity is in--the air
up our way---noth-
ing but a few houses,
an old distillery and
lots of corn and rye.
Early Times
Jack Beam
Bottled in bond. Oldest
bottling is eight years.
4 •
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•
